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Ideology and the Translation of Islamic-Related Texts : 

Strategies, Procedures and Problems 

By 

Hiyam Mahmood Khaleel 

Supervised by 

Professor Bader S.Dweik 

Abstract 

This study aims to identify the various strategies and procedures that 

translators use in rendering ideological Islamic-related texts from English 

into Arabic and to explore the problems that they face in rendering 

ideological Islamic- related texts from English into Arabic .To achieve 

these purposes, the researcher has designed a translation test consisting of 

10 extracts with ideological content written by Muslim and non-Muslim 

writers. The researcher has selected a purposive sample of 20 translators to 

perform the test. Only 16 of them have responded. The researcher has 

analyzed the results of the test quantitively and qualitatively.   Moreover, 

the researcher has conducted open-ended interviews with four academic 

professors and five translators to obtain more information. The study 

reveals that two strategies have been  used by the translators:- the 

foreignizing strategy, accounting for 191 frequencies (56.85%) of the total 

responses and the domesticating strategy, accounting for 123 frequencies 
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(36.60%) of the total responses. The other 22 frequencies (6.55%) of the 

total responses are wrong answers. It also reveals that 12 procedures have 

been employed by the translators: recognized translation, literal translation, 

naturalization and paraphrasing procedures underlying the foreignizing 

strategy and transposition, equivalence, omission, addition, glossing, 

magnifying, moderating and the label procedures underlying the 

domesticating strategy. Furthermore, the study reveals that the translators 

have faced the following six problems when rendering the texts;  inability 

to deal with the ideological implications; the ambiguity of some words; the 

differences between source language (SL) and target language (TL) 

cultures; the translators' semantic and syntactic mediation; lack of 

knowledge and the inadequacy of dictionaries. Finally, the researcher offers 

many recommendations. The most important ones are Translators should 

recognize their role as mediators and interpreters rather than transmitters. It 

relies on them to communicate any pejorative implications to their 

readership; and that the translators should realize that faithfulness to source 

text (ST) does not necessarily mean passing texts that are replete with 

hidden agendas. Some translation procedures would serve both faithfulness 

to ST and communicating any ideological messages to the receptor. 

Keywords: Ideology, Translation, Islamic-related texts, Strategies, 

Procedures, Problems. 
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إلسالم:أاليدولوجيا وترجمة النصوص المتعلقة با  
والمشكالت  واإلجراءاتاالستراتيجيات       

 اعداد
 هيام محمود خليل

 اشراف
 االستاذ الدكتور بدر سعيد الدويك

 
 تح يدد  دت ددتسدتي ياإل ردء ددسدتدإل درتدده ي ددتر مها درمتس مددر   دده تس مدد  هدد ا در سد ددى دردد  هدد  ت 

درتحددددس   دددد   ر رال ددددى درسسليددددىدرنصددددري دتي رر يددددى درمتسالمددددى لاء ددددلي مدددد  درال ددددى دتن الي يددددى دردددد  د

قدداي  دتهدد د  ا. رأل ددت تحميدد  هدد هدد ا درنصددري درمشدد لإل درتدده يرد ههددا درمتس مددر   دده تس مددى

  الدد  يدد درتلدداسد رالتس مددى يت ددر  مدد   شددس  دقتلا دداإل  دإل محتددرت ديدد ررر ه  تلددإل  درلاحددب لتصددميي

متس مددا ر ددس   20 تددام م ددالمي  رميددس م ددالمي . رقدداي درلاحددب لارتيدداس  يندد  قصدد ي  م رندد  مدد  

متس مددا. رقدد  قدداي درلاحددب لتحاليددت نتددا   دترتلدداس  61رددي ي ددت يم مددنهي  ددرت  رر دد د ددسدت دترتلدداس 

قدددداي درلاحدددب لدددال سدت ممدددداللإل م ترحدددى مددد  دسلسددددى مددد  دت ددددات     رددد   ددددلر   الددد  ر  ميدددا رنر يدددا. 

 دت ا يميي  ررم ى م  درمتس مي  رالحصرت  ال  درم ي  م  درمسالرماإل.

 دد  د ددتر دي د ددتسدتي يتي  همددا ي د ددتسدتي يى درت سيددم رقدد  د ددتر مإل  در سد ددىرقدد   شدد إل 

دمدا  %11.10مس  رلن لى  621رد  تسدتي يى درت  ي   رق  د تر مإل  % 51.65مسا رلن لى  696

 . % 1.55مس  رلن لى  22دت الاإل درراط ى  ا تر مإل 

ثندددا  شدددس  د دددسدتد  ددده لاءضدددا ى درددد   رددد   شددد إل در سد دددى  ددد  قيددداي درمتدددس مي  لتر يددد  د

ي درتس مدددى درمتسددداس   اليهدددا ردرتس مددددى   ددده ر دددتسدتي يى درت سيدددم درتس مدددى. حيدددب ر ددد  درمتس مدددر 
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 ر . لينمدا  مد رد درد  تر يد  درتلد يت  ده درنحدر   طسي  درشدس  درحس يى ردرت نيس رد  ا   درصيامى

ضدا ىر  دءضدا ىر  ردرحد    ه درم س دإل درم ا ئ  يت ردرتمييد  لسلمداإل  ده درتسدر  ردرملار دىدرهدردم   د 

 د تسدتي يى درت  ي .

   ر ر   تى مش لإل رد ههدا درمتس مدر   ند  تس مدى هد ا درنصدري  ما  ش إل در سد ى 

  يرهه

 .  ي درم س   ال  درتسامت م  درمضامي  دتي ررر يى -

 .در مر  در   ي تن  لس  در الماإل -

 ي رها.لي  ثما ى درال ى درمتس ي منها ردرمتس  اإلدترتل  -

  درت رت در تره ردرنحر  رالمتس ي. -

 در  درمسس ى لارمرضرع. د تماس درمتس ي -

 .ميس منا لى درمردميس -

د  يسدددده درمتس مددددر   رسهددددي  مدددد  درترصددددياإل دهمهددددا ضددددسرس   دددد  ددرلاحددددب  قدددد يهدددد د رقدددد  

 المدداإل  دإل ترضدديا د  حيددب يمدد   الدد   دداتمهي رالنصددري   م  ددسي  رر ددطات رري ددر م ددس  ندداقالي 

د  يدد س  درمتس مددر  د  دتمانددى  دده نمددت درنصددري تتسندده لارضددسرس  ر  دردد  درمددسدت د  سد يددىمي  مضدا

  حيب د  لس  د سدتدإل درتس مدى يم د  د  تد    رر سضدي   مر يى  تمسيس نصري  دإل د ن دإل 

يصات د  محترت دي ررر ه رالمتالمه  .دتمانى  ه نمت درني رد 

  درنصدددددري درمتسالمدددددى لاء دددددلي   رت دددددتسدتي ياإل     مدددددىدرتس    دأليددددد ررر ياي  الكلماااااات المةتاحياااااة

 دء سدتدإل   درمش لإل.
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Chapter One 

 Background of the study 

1.1 Introduction 

 Recent technology advancement has reduced the world to a small place. 

People of different cultural backgrounds are involved in an inter-cultural 

interaction. Ideas, beliefs, and norms of a certain community constitute 

its ideology and differentiate it from other communities. History, 

traditions, language and religion are different manifestations of culture. 

In the course of inter-cultural interaction , cultural differences are 

supposed to be tolerated, understood and accepted. 

       Religion is the most sensitive area of culture. Religious beliefs are 

not negotiated because most people grow suspicious to opposing points 

of view. The peculiarity of religious language stems from its divine 

status, connotative meaning, and stability (Al-Harahsheh 2013). Being 

associated with God, religious language is supposed to be fixed and 

transmitted from a generation to another without any change. Changing 

or introducing new terms in religion might denote different implied 

meanings and different ideologies. Thus, religious language is 

considered ideologically – a bounded language. This is why coining 

religion related terms often stickles people. For example,  

''Mohammedism''  a term which was coined by (Sale,1891) as a synonym 
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of ''Islam'' was rejected by Muslims who considered it offensive since it 

suggests that the source of Islam is Mohammad (peace be upon him)  

rather than God.  

 Currently, many Islamic-related terms have been coined to 

describe different issues related to Islam by non-Muslims such as                          

'' fundamentalists, radicalism , Islamists…etc". These controversial terms 

are adopted by some Muslims and rejected by others, which indicates the 

existence of different ideologies within Islam. 

Translation as a means of communication mediates in this 

ideological conflict. The source text (ST) reflects the ideology of its 

writer who usually addresses a certain readership. Addressing different 

readerships of different ideologies and backgrounds is an effective factor 

in the production of the target text (TT).                   

 Among the different procedures or techniques which are used in 

translation, there is no single typical procedure to be adopted. The 

translator has to decide which procedure to use according to contexts, 

intention, and ideology. Using a certain procedure rather than the other 

may reflect a kind of manipulation on the part of the translator. For 

instance, transferring (borrowing) the term '' Mohammedism '' to the 

target text or using the cultural equivalent '' Islam '' reflects different 
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ideological attitudes since they carry different connotative meanings. 

Another procedure in which the translator makes a shift in the point of 

view of the source text units is'' modulation'' (Gaber, 2005) which may 

also be used to manipulate a text. Using passive construction, for 

example, would make a shift in the perspective of the readership. 

Drawing the reader's attention to a certain idea may come at the expense 

of another one. 

The current ideological conflict which prevails in the Islamic 

world internally and externally has enhanced the need for interfaith 

dialogue and intercultural communication with more understanding and 

acceptance and less misconception. Religious ideologies are used in the 

current conflict in the Islamic world. They shape the civil and political 

life of people. New Islamic- related terms are coined by Muslims and 

non-Muslims. These terms are used in mass media, political  and 

religious discourses to serve certain agendas. Getting familiar with such 

terms, people may use them without knowing their connotative 

meanings. Translators play an important role in rendering these terms. 

They should take into account their implied meanings, so as to avoid 

misconception. Translators, aware or not, may get involved in 

ideological interference in rendering such ideologically- loaded texts 

either to follow their own ideology or to satisfy their readership.  
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  1.2 Statement of the problem 

Recently the question of ideology in translation has been of great 

concern to theorists of translation. While some theorists stress providing 

an ideal (semantic and linguistic) equivalent of the source text, others 

draw the attention to the fact that there is no real equivalence in 

translation and emphasize that the role of the translator's ideology cannot 

be concealed because they see translation as a ''recreation'' or a 

''rewriting'' of the source text. In rendering a text with ideologically-

loaded terms, the translator encounters many obstacles that may 

encourage him / her to manipulate a text to make the target text cope 

with his own ideology or with the constraints of his/her readership. This 

might distort the meaning of the original text. This is why the researcher 

intends to conduct this research. 

1.3 Objectives of the study 

This study aims at achieving the following:- 

1. Identifying the various strategies and procedures that translators use in 

rendering ideological Islamic-related texts from English into Arabic. 

2.Investigating the problems that translators face in rendering ideological 

Islamic- related texts from English into Arabic. 
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1.4 Questions of the study 

To achieve the above- mentioned goals, the study attempts to answer the 

following questions:- 

1.What are the various strategies and procedures that translators use in 

rendering ideological Islamic- related texts from English into Arabic?  

2.What problems do translators face in translating  ideological Islamic- 

related texts from English into Arabic? 

1.5 Significance of the study  

The investigation of ideology in translating Islamic – related texts is 

worthy because it plays a vital role in Muslims' life, especially in this 

era. The study will hopefully enrich translators' awareness of the  

important role they play in translating such texts. Very few studies have 

been conducted in this area whether in Jordan or in other Arab countries. 

It may also benefit teachers, students and others who are interested in 

translation. Therefore, this study may fill a gap in the literature.  

1.6 Limits of the study 

This study has been conducted  in Jordan during the academic year 

2015- 2016.It has been applied to professional translators.  
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1.7 Limitations of the study 

- The study examines only the translation of English- Arabic ideological 

Islamic- related texts. 

- For practical reasons, only ten English texts have been chosen out of 

the data collection. 

- It should be pointed out that the translators are unknown since the 

research has not been intended to examine the translator's orientations.
 

- The sample is purposive. It doesn't represent the whole population of 

professional translators.  

Therefore, the  findings of this study may not be generalized to all 

translators in Jordan. It is only limited to the sample of translators and 

the instruments used in this study. 

1.8 Definition of terms 

Ideology :-Theoretically, it is '' assumptions, beliefs, value-systems 

which are shared collectively by social groups'' (Simpson, 1993, p, 5). 

Operationally, it refers to the translator's own ideas, beliefs, and 

attitudes that influence his/her translation of Islamic-related texts. 

Translation :-  Theoretically, it is '' rendering the meaning of the text 

into another language in the way that the author intended the text'' 
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(Newmark ,1988, p,5). Operationally, it refers to rendering Islamic-

related texts and the role of the translator as a mediator in bridging the 

gap between different ideological spheres. 

Islamic-related text:- Operationally, it refers to a text that is connected 

to Islamic issues whether it is written by Muslims or non- Muslims.  

Strategy:- Theoretically, is defined in Oxford Advanced Learner's 

Dictionary as ''a plan that is intended to achieve a particular 

purpose.''(Hornby, 2004, p, 1284) Operationally, this study indentifies 

two strategies, Foreignization:- is a translation strategy in which the 

translator clings to the foreign language and culture of the ST which 

result in violation of the target culture conventions as in rendering           

'' Muhammmd's life '' into '' حياة محمد '' without adding honorific words 

and Domestication:- is a translation strategy in which the translator 

adopts the culture of target language in his translation, which may result 

in loss of the message of the source text as in rendering '' rogue state '' 

into ''  دولة حرابة '' instead of  '' دولة مارقة ''. 

Procedures:- Theoretically, Newmark (1988, p, 81) differentiates 

between methods and procedures '' While translation methods relate to 

the whole texts, translation procedures are used for sentences and the 

smaller units of language Operationally, procedures refer to all the 
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techniques used by the translators in rendering Islamic- related texts, 

such as recognized translation, literal translation, paraphrasing, 

naturalization, transposition, equivalence, omission, addition, 

magnifying, glossing, moderating and label translation. 

Problems:- Theoretically, a problem is defined in Oxford Advanced 

Learner's dictionary as '' a thing that is difficult to deal with or to 

understand ''(Hornby, 2004, p, 1008). Operationally, it means problems 

that the translators of Islamic-related texts face in translating 

ideologically-abounded texts that oppose their own ideologies and their 

readership ideology. 

1.9 Conclusion 

This chapter has identified the basic concepts of the research which are 

ideology, Islamic-related texts, problems, strategies  and procedures used 

in translating ideological Islamic-related texts. It displayed the 

objectives, the questions, the significance , the limits , the limitations and 

the keywords of the study. Thus, it represents the starting point of the 

research. 
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Chapter Two 

Review of literature 

2.0 Introduction 

 This section is divided into two parts, theoretical review of the literature 

and empirical studies.
 

2.1 Review of theoretical literature 

This part is subdivided into two parts: the first deals with the concept of 

ideology and its definition, and the second deals with theoretical studies 

that tackle ideology and translation with reference to the various 

strategies and procedures used in translation. 

2.1.1 Review of theoretical literature related to ideology and 

language   

The term '' ideology '' has always been associated with political 

connotation which is obvious in its dictionary definition where it is 

defined as:  

1- a set of ideas that an economic or political system is based on ''.  

2- '' a set of beliefs, especially one held by a particular group, that 

influences the way people behave '' Hornby (2004, p, 643). While the 
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first definition refers to the relationship of ideology and policy, the 

second one highlights the impact of ideology on people's behavior.  

   Ideology can be seen from different perspectives. Eagleton 

(1991,p,1) defines it as '' a text woven of a whole tissue of different 

conceptual strands''. He also refers randomly to some definitions of 

ideology such as:- 

a. a body of social characteristics of a particular social group or class; 

b. ideas which help to legitimate, a dominant political power; 

c. False ideas which help to legitimate a dominant political power; 

 d. Identity thinking; 

 e. the conjuncture of discourse and power ; 

 f. action-oriented sets of beliefs . 

      The above- mentioned definitions reflect three senses of the concept 

of ideology:- the descriptive, the pejorative and the positive as presented 

in Guess' taxonomy(1981)  of the concept of ideology (cited in Fandi, 

2005,p, 5). 

      Simpson (1993) views ideology, from a critical linguistic angle, as    

'' assumptions beliefs and value-system which are shared collectively by 

social groups ''(p, 5). This definition suggests that ideology is the vital 
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element of any social group. He states that the dominance of a certain 

ideology stems from the powerful and authoritative political, religious 

and social institutions which circulate their ideologies by using specific 

linguistic practices. He indicates that the idea that '' language reproduces 

ideology ''(p, 6) is an essential element of critical linguistic principles. So 

language expresses ideologies and constitutes them. 

      Hatim and Mason (1997) state that ideologies may be manifested in 

individuals as well as groups of  individuals . They define ideology as 

''[A] body of assumptions which reflects the beliefs and interests of an 

individual, a group of individuals, social institution …etc, and which 

ultimately finds expression in language''(p, 218). The definition also 

emphasizes the interconnection of ideology and language. 

     Van Dijk (2001, p. 12) defines ideology as '' a special form of social 

cognition shared by social groups.''. He argues that ideologies form the 

grounds of social conventions that are practiced by members of a certain 

social group, including discourse, which is a product of ideology serves 

as a means of producing ideology. 

     Van Dijk maintains that ideologies are not necessarily negative. He 

indicates that ''the consequences of the social practices based on [a 

certain ideology]''(p, 14) is what makes an ideology ''good'' or'' bad''. He 
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states that while some ideologies may create social supremacy and 

arranged dispute and contest , others can arrange the social thinking and 

conventions of a social group. Van Dijk's definition highlights two 

integrated aspects of ideology: cognition and society. Cognitively, he 

argues that ideologies are a model of self-conception of the members of 

a group which results in representing themselves as a social group. He 

proposed a theoretical representational format that underlies the 

ideologies of the same group:
 

. Membership bases such as gender, ethnicity: who are the members of 

the group? 

. Actions : what activities they do ? 

. Aims : why they do these activities ? 

. Norms and values : what is good or bad for them ? 

. Position : what is their status in society ? 

. Resources : what do they have or want to have ? 

          He proposes three models which have a crucial effect on discourse 

and social practices. These are :-
 

. Social models represented in ideologies, knowledge, and attitudes of 

the social group.
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. Mental models which are represented in '' episodic memory'' i.e. 

people's own experiences. 

. Context models which  are represented in people perception or 

interpretation of the current situation or activity they take part in. 

 These three models may be '' ideologically biased models '' and they 

may '' form the input of discourse production, and may thus give rise to 

biased topics, lexical items, or metaphors, among many other (especially 

semantic) properties of discourse''. (Van Dijk, 2001, p, 17).   

      Recently, Islam as a religion is confused with Islamism as an 

ideology . Westerners often see Islam in terms of suicide bombings , 

killing civilians, murdering each other..etc. Unfortunately, Muslims 

themselves , under the pressure of wars and military clashes ,began to 

confuse Islam with Islamism. Today, words like Islamism , Islamists, 

radicalism and issues that are related to Islam such as hijab are widely   

discussed from different points of view. Arab Translators find 

themselves in a critical situation in translating such issues, therefore, it is 

important to investigate the impact of ideology on translating such 

Islamic-related texts. 
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2.1.2 Review of theoretical studies related to ideology, 

translation, strategies and procedures 
 

 There are several scholars and theorists who have written on the impact 

of one's ideological world view on one's translation. The translator's 

ideology is reflected in his interpretation of a text and his/her translation.            

        Newmark (1981) states that the choice between communicative and 

semantic  methods is relatively decided by the attitude towards mass 

readership and the text producer. The choice is implicitly seen as 

ideological mediation.  He emphasizes that ''The particular prejudicial 

and prejudiced cultural senses of some words have to be noted by 

translators''.(p,118). He also highlights the peculiarity of words that 

convey or suggest connotative meanings apart from their explicit names. 

He indicates that  ''such words are based on the feelings and moral ideas 

they rouse in both the transmitter and receptor''(p,119). Moreover, 

Newmark draws the attention to ''evaluative language'' which denotes the 

author's assessment of values explicitly or implicitly. He states  that 

some words such as ''terrible, passable'' have unsettled meaning unless 

they are based on '' a scale'' which copes with writers value judgments 

and then might be transformed according to the target culture. Words 

such as revolutionary, formalists…etc gain their evaluative fact from the 
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culture they derived from . In translating such words, Newmark states 

that the translator may support the reader with a footnote to sustain the   

'' thought content'' of the ST. Furthermore, the translator is authorized to 

assess the subjectivity of the writer's evaluations. He also indicates  that 

while some verbs are informative, others may denote positive or negative 

meaning which should be taken in account in translation 

(Newmark,1981).  
 

         Newmark (1988) indicates that it is misleading to translate concept 

– words such as 'radicalism' or ' realism' literally because they locally 

have different connotations. He proposes the following procedures to be 

used in translation:-   

1. Borrowing: to take a word from one language to another without any 

translation. It can be used in rendering new concepts.      

2. Naturalization: to adapt the SL word to the normal pronunciation and 

morphology of the TL. 

3.Transposition that is to make a shift in grammar from SL to TL. 

4.Cultural equivalent: that is to replace SL cultural word with its 

equivalent in the TL. 
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5. Functional equivalent: that is to use a cultural-natural word that 

denotes the intended meaning. 

6. Descriptive equivalent: that is to provide a description in different 

words to express the meaning. 

7. Synonymy to render the SL word to a near TL equivalent . It is used 

where only if the accurate equivalent may not exist, otherwise it is 

considered a mark of poor translation. 

8. Thorough-translation: that is to translate common collocation names 

of organizations literally. 

9. Recognized translation: that is to render institutional terms by using its 

official or accepted translation. The translator can gloss it if he/she wants 

to show his/her disagreement with the official rendering. 

10. Paraphrasing is to add an explanation of the meaning when the SL 

text has important implications and omissions.
 

11. Modulation is to alter the point of view of the source text units.
 

12. Notes, addition, glosses: that is to add extra information to clarify 

some cultural, technical and linguistic words or to express his/her 

opposition to the original text. 
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13. Labeling :- a tentative translation, marked by inverted commas. It is 

often used with new institutional terms. 

       Hatim and Mason (1990)state that the ideological involvement in 

translation may be used as a device of power. They state that '' behind 

the systematic linguistic choices we make, there is inevitably a prior 

classification of reality in ideological terms.''(p, 161). Ideology is 

manifested in language at a lexical-semantic level and at the 

grammatical-syntactic level.
 

      Lefevere (1992) argues that the translator is not a passive agent in the 

process of translation. The translator's ideological assumptions and those 

of his/her target audience will play an important role in interpreting the 

ST and the strategies he/she uses in rewriting it. According to him, the 

translation process is not conducted in a vacuum, it is done under 

especial purposes that shape it. He states that '' translation is a rewriting 

of an original text. All rewritings, whatever their intention, reflect a 

certain ideology and a poetics and as such manipulate literature to 

function in a given society in a given way '' (Lefever, 1992, p, xi).
 

         Venuti (1995) presents two strategies of domestication and 

foreignization. He  indicates that using a certain strategy in a certain 

socio-cultural situation may reflect '' ideological implications''. 
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Domestication  strategy is used by the translator to serve his target 

audience so he/she makes certain changes in the ST so as to cope with 

the values and conventions of the target-language culture. This strategy 

implies the ST has to submit to transformation to make the TT                 

''transparent, fluent and natural'' . This strategy often reflects 

ethnocentrism . '' Foreignization '' is the second strategy that Venuti 

(1995 ) presents. This strategy aims to maintain the foreign text without 

changing. The translator retains cultural and linguistic elements of the 

ST in order to create the same effect of the ST on its original readership. 

The TT will be somehow difficult to understand since it is replete with 

foreign culture and it might also violate the values and beliefs of the 

target culture.(Nazzal, 2012).  

2.2 Review of related empirical studies (previous studies) 

Holt (2004) investigated the theoretical and practical problems of 

translating Islamist discourse. He conducted a case study in which he 

employed Sayyid Qutb's Ma'aalim fi T-Tariiq and its English translation 

Milestones (1997) by Bobby Sayyid. The study revealed that 

theoretically,  Islamist discourse tries to develop an ideology that is 

outside the course of the west and it also confronts the concept of 

universality which led the translator to reserve a lot of Arabicness to 

keep Islam as the master signifier; practically ideological Islamist texts 
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are accompanied with explicit problems such as inter-textuality, 

figurative devices uncommon to English readership and the issue of 

polysemy in which one signifier refers to more than one signified  which 

the translated version also failed to address; and using transliteration 

technique in translating  some  Islamic terms which  carry layers of 

connotative meaning result in losing meaning and deprived the English 

language readers from accurate meaning of these terms which are crucial 

to Qutb's conception of the words.   

         Fandi (2005) investigated the linguistic devices and procedures 

used by the translators to distort the Arabic text translated into English . 

The study also aimed to develop a typology associated with the use and 

misuse of ideology in the translation process, and what sense of ideology 

the translator should uphold in translation. For this purpose, four texts 

were elected. The source text was an Arabic transcript of a videotaped 

statement by the leader of al-Qaeda, Osama bin Laden who was liable 

for arranging the attack on 11 September 2011. The researcher chose this 

text because ''it abounds in religious rhetoric and expressions 

characteristic of an orator well-versed in Islam and Arabic.'' (Fandi,2005, 

p34). The three target texts are the translation of the Arabic text from 

three leading news agencies (ABC, Associated Press, and Reuters) in 

which the researcher examined ideology having in account both content 
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and linguistic points of view.  The study revealed that some translators 

are predisposed to manipulate, distort, and abolish so that the translation 

is obviously biased and provides only a partial version of reality; 

translation can be used to serve the interests of a certain social group by 

orienting, legitimating or justifying these interests; the translator must 

evolve in his readership the same ideology of  the original text by 

adopting a '' descriptive'' form of ideology .  

Al- Thuwaini (2006) explored the role ideology plays in changing the 

denotative meaning of a term when used in sensitive texts, such as 

religious or semi-religious texts. It also aimed to propose a way by which 

a cultural equivalence can be used in such cases. The researcher 

translated a chapter from Lewis's book The Crisis of Islam into Arabic 

and analyzed it. He pointed out that  The Crisis of Islam(2003) is 

oriented to western readers  to help them understand why Muslim world 

prefers to return to a ''sacred past'' and dogmatically rejects '' modernity''. 

To drew the attention to the author's argument the researcher adopted 

foreignization  strategy (Venuti, 1995, 1998)and descriptive strategy 

(Hatim ,2001). The study showed that translation of sensitive 

texts(religious and political) demands the approach of all-fold concept of 

ideology since equivalence alone is not enough to render the connotative 

meaning and the effect of the source text;  the translator, according to 
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historical review, suggested some Arabic equivalents for critical terms 

which are widely used in the world media such as Islamism, 

fundamentalism, and jihad. These equivalents may provide accuracy and 

formulate the questionable agreement on a final ideologically 

translatable concept and the thesis call to stabilize a project for a 

''standardized'' translation to such controversial religious terms which 

reflect the history of Muslims their identity and their criterion of fidelity 

and unity.    

  Al-Mohannadi (2008) investigated ideology in translation . The 

study aimed to find out the effect of the translator's ideology on his/her 

style and the way he/she chooses words which lead to form the world 

views of receivers . Relying on the comparative analysis of three texts: 

the original is Bin Laden's speech on 7 October 2001 in Arabic and two 

translated versions of BBC and CNN in English. The analysis evaluated 

the likelihood of the translators' mediation based on Hatim and Mason 

(1990,1997). The study revealed that the BBC's version was to a degree 

better than the CCN's ,i.e. it rendered the massage of Bin Laden's 

communicatively ; intended or not, CNN's version had many mistakes, 

omissions, additions and discrepancies and  on re  – reading  CNN's  

translation  the  researcher  came   to a conclusion that  the mistakes 

didn't reflect the translator  ideology but they were attributed to his/her 
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linguistic inadequacy and the stress and the haste under which the 

translation was done.  
 

Keshavarz and Zonoozi (2011) investigated the manipulation of 

Ideology in a translation of political texts. The study aimed to find out 

whether the ideological reforms of political texts is modified in the 

process of translation or not and to find out whether certain lexical 

patterns, a grammatical structure used in translation underlying certain 

Ideology. To achieve these goals the researchers chose three English 

books as well as their translation in Persian to be analyzed according  to 

CDA approach, depended on Fairclough(1989), Van Dijk (2004) and 

Farahzad (2007). The study revealed that translators used certain 

grammatical  structures and semantic discursive strategies as an 

ideological device. The basic strategy used by the Persian translators was 

of positive self-presentation and negative-other presentation, and the 

analysis of macro-features disclosed the translator's ideological 

inclinations and judgments towards the source texts and their authors.   

  Al - Harahsheh (2013) investigated the effect of the translators' 

ideology on rendering Islamic texts written by non-Muslim and 

translated by Muslim students. For this purpose, three Islamic texts 

written by non-Muslim were selected to be translated by 49 

undergraduate students (48 Muslim students and one Christian student). 
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The data of the study were collected during the fall semester, 2012-2013 

of  Yarmouk University. The students were not informed of the exact 

aim of the study to avoid interference in their translation. The researcher 

employed Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) to explore the investment 

of ideology in translating religious texts. The study revealed that 

ideology has a significant impact on the translation of Muslim students 

when rendering Islamic texts written by non-Muslims; they were 

predisposed to add honorific expression after the name of prophets and 

names of sacred places; they omitted and replaced words that  imply 

negative connotations to lessen their impacts so as  to cope the TT with 

their religious and cultural ideology; and the study indicates that CDA is 

an important tool in investigating the social, cultural and ideological 

practices in translation. 

AShubbak (2013) investigated the impact of ideology on translating 

news items among Arab translators. The purpose of the study was to 

investigate how Arab translators render sensitive news items from 

English into Arabic. It's also aimed to discover the influence of the 

translators' affiliation on the translation. Moreover, the study aimed to 

show how inexperienced Arab translators translate controversial news 

items in comparison with translators of different news agencies. To 

achieve these purposes , the researcher examined  news reports rendered 
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from English into Arabic in five news agencies and daily news- papers 

that are the :- BBC, AFP, Reuters, France 24, and Alrai Jordanian Daily 

Newspaper. The analysis focused on features that indicate the utilized 

strategies in translation, such as deletion, addition, semantic change, 

structure shift, and distortion. Moreover, a twenty-five item test was 

conducted to graduate students enrolled in translation the English 

language programs at two Jordanian universities that are: MEU and 

Petra, to explore the impact of ideology on translating news items among 

novice translators. The study revealed that Arab translators use addition, 

omission, mediation(semantic change)dynamic equivalence as 

manipulative strategies when they render controversial news items ; 

using manipulative strategies varies between experienced and 

inexperienced translators due to the policy of the news agencies ; and  

novice translators' translation decidedly affected by their political and 

cultural affiliations. Their ideological intervention was consciously used 

and not for lack of Knowledge or incompetency. 

Alghamdi (2014) investigated the notion of ideology transference  

through the translated texts. The study aimed to explore the effect of the 

social-cultural and ideological restraints on the translator's strategies 

used in translation. It also aimed to identify the ideological presumption 

implied in both the ST and TT. To achieve this purpose the researcher 
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selected two different Arabic translated version of Chomsky's book '' 

Media Control''. The data analysis was based on CDA theory, especially 

the framework stated by Van Dijk (1999). The three texts were examined 

at two levels:- Macro-level analysis to investigate when, how, where and 

what the text is and Micro-level analysis  to investigate: lexicalization 

which inspects the use of biased words and ideologically hidden terms 

and dominate syntactic choices which inspect the deviation among verbs, 

adjectives, pronouns , proper noun and adverbs in both TTS. It also 

investigates the important differences in terms of modalisation , 

nominalization, passivization and addition versus omission in translation 

and foreignization versus domestication. The study revealed that There 

are cogent differences between the two TTS in choosing the lexical items 

and other syntactic structure in comparison with ST; The cogent 

difference denotes some ideological transference through translation 

process; and to a degree, these differences were also affected by the 

translator's socio-cultural and ideological restrains . 

Siregar (2015) investigated ideology in translating Covey's The 8th 

Habit into Indonesia . The study aimed to explore the translation 

ideology and to identify the method and the techniques which were  used 

in rendering the text. The data were collected from chapter five of The 

8th Habit and its translated version in Bahasa Indonesia. The researcher 
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analyzed 430 pairs of both text according to Venuti's strategies 

(foreignization and domestication) and the techniques which are 

proposed by Vinay and Darbelent (cited in Venuti2000). The study 

revealed that a proportion of 50.70% of the data were translated 

faithfully by using literal, borrowing and claque techniques while 

49.30% of the data were translated communicatively by using addition, 

omission, transposition, modulation, equivalence and adaptation which 

reflect domestication in ideology.  

3.Conclusion 

The reviewed literature displayed how ideology in translation has been 

investigated in different subjects and different languages using different 

methodologies. Most of the studies showed that the translator's ideology 

is reflected in a way or another in his/her translation. The researcher 

benefited from these studies on different levels i.e. the theory, 

methodology and procedures to widen the scope of the research and to 

develop the methodology used in conducting the research. 
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Chapter Three 

Methodology 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the methodology and procedures used in this 

study. It describes the instruments of the study, their validity and 

reliability and the population and sample,  Furthermore, it displays how 

the data are analyzed , statistical treatment, and procedures of the study. 

3.1 Instruments of the study 

This study employs  a mixed design in gathering and analyzing the 

required data. It utilizes the qualitative and quantitative methods (a test 

and an open-ended interview) in drawing out the conclusions of the 

research. To facilitate the mission of administering the test and the 

interviews, the researcher got a permission letter from the university. 

(See Appendix A, p, 82 ).      

3.1.1 The translation test  

The researcher developed a test to identify the strategies and procedures 

that experienced translators in Jordan use in translating ideological texts. 

The test embodied two parts. While the first comprised the demographic 
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data of the participants, the second was dedicated to translating 10 

extracts derived from books, articles and websites (written by Muslim or 

non-Muslim writers). Three of them were non-Muslim orientalists, 

known for their controversial and influential writings about Islam, 

namely  George Sale, Bernared Lewis, and Daniel Pipes. The three 

Muslim ideologists whose ideas about Islam were influential and 

controversial for both Muslims and non-Muslims, were Abu Alaa 

Maududi, Sayyed Qutb, and Ali Shariati . The  two other writers were 

Muslim American scholars and writers, namely Imam Zaid Shakir         

(a specialist in Islamic spirituality) and Laila Ahmed  ( a specialist in 

Islam and Islamic feminism). 
 

      To help the translators figure out the ideology in each extract, the 

researcher provided the names of the writers for each one.  Newmark's 

(1981) evaluative language is considered in designing the test which 

contains : controversial terms, vague adjectives, and verbs with negative 

connotations which might result in disparity in translation due to the 

ideologies of the translators . (See Appendix B, p, 83 )        
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3.1.2 Interviews 

To answer the second question (What problems do translators face in 

translating  ideological Islamic- related texts from English into Arabic?) 

the researcher interviewed four academic professors of translation and  

five professional translators who answered the question. (See Appendix 

C, p,87) for the interview question and  (See Appendix D, p, 89 ) for the 

interviewed academic professors. 

3.2  Validity and reliability of the instruments  

3.2.1  Validity of the instruments 

 After preparing the extracts of the test  ,  the suggested translation  and 

the interview question, were given to a panel of four university 

professors who have a teaching experience in translation and linguistics 

to insure the validity of the test and for the suggested translation,             

(See Appendix E, p 90). They were asked to comment on the suitability 

of the extracts and to suggest any modifications if needed to achieve the 

objectives of the study. For the validation letter and the validation 

committee, See (Appendix F, p, 94 )and (Appendix G, p, 95 ). 
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3.2.2 Reliability of the instruments 

 The reliability of the instruments was examined by means of a test-

retest. The translation pretest was administered to a group of five 

professional translators who were not included in the sample but have 

the same characteristics. The test was repeated after one week. The 

results were stable. Their feedback provided helpful and valuable 

comments. They acknowledged that the texts were difficult and their 

translation required time and deep understanding.  

3.3 Population and sample of the study 

The population of the current study embodies experienced translators in  

Jordan. Out of 20 translators who were chosen purposively to perform 

the test, only 16 translators responded to the designed test. Moreover, 

four academic professors and five professional translators were selected 

to participate in the interviews. 

          The demographic data of the participating translators and their 

general background  include gender, age, nationality, work experience, 

educational background  and the major in college or university. The 

sample included 8 males and 8 females whose age ranged  between 23 

and more than 40 years. All of them were Jordanians except one Iraqi 

translator. Their work experience ranged from one to more than 40 years 
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in translation. All of them were Muslims; twelve of them held M.A 

degrees, two were holders of Ph.D., and two were B.A holders. Most of 

them majored in English, literature, linguistics, and translation. However 

one of them majored in English for specific purposes and another one 

majored in Islamic theology. (See Appendix H, table 1,p, 96 )       

3.4 Data analysis 

The data which were collected from the test were analyzed according to 

Newmark's (1988) procedures of translation , then classified under two 

strategies: foreignization and domestication which were presented by 

Venuti (1995) to point out two kinds of ideologies in translation. 

Furthermore, the data were also analyzed  in the light of the review of 

related literature, especially those which were related to the procedures 

used by the translators to utilize ideology such as omission, addition, 

magnifying and moderating. 
 

Three alternatives were used in analyzing the test:- 

1.procedures such as recognized translation , naturalization (without 

glossing), literal translation and paraphrasing were classified under 

foreignizing strategy . 
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2. Procedures such as transposition, equivalence, addition, omission, 

magnifying and moderating, glossing and labeling which may suggest 

utilizing ideologies were classified under domesticating srtategy. 

3.The wrong translations which distorted the meaning due to the 

referential and linguistic mistake were identified. 
 

Furthermore, the percentages and frequencies of the responses were 

estimated. The qualitative data which were collected from the interviews 

were analyzed , narrated and described.                

3.5 Procedures 

To conduct the study, the researcher performed  the followings steps:- 

1. Collecting theoretical and empirical studies that are related to the 

topic. 

2. Determining the objectives and questions of the studies that are 

related to the topic. 

3. Administering  the translation test. 

4. Checking the validity of the test by submitting it to a panel of 

academic experts.  

5. Checking the reliability of the test by means of test-retest. 

6. Performing the interviews.  
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7. Analyzing the data. 

8. Drawing out the results and conclusions. 

9. Proposing the recommendations for further research. 

10.  Recording the references according to APA style. 

11.  Adding the appendices. 
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Chapter Four 

Results of the study 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the results for the questions of the study :- 

1.What are the various strategies and procedures that translators use in 

rendering ideological Islamic –related texts from English into Arabic? 

2.What problems do translators face in translating ideological Islamic-

related texts from English into Arabic? 

4.1 Results of the first question : 

The results of the translators' performance are presented in  Table 2    

(See Appendix I, p, 97). In ten extracts, 21 units were discussed 

separately to show the strategies and procedures that are used in the test. 

The results showed that item (2.c,  7.b, 7.c, 4.a, 9, 3.a, 1, 2.a ) arranged 

in a descending order have the highest frequencies  in  ideological 

translation. Items (3.c, 3.e, 4.c, 10, 5) arranged in a descending order 

have  the highest frequencies in providing wrong answers.  
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Item 1. '' Mohammedism'' 

The term    '' Mohammedism'' is defined as: '' obsolete. Now offensive 

and rare '' the religion introduced by Muhammed: Islam.(www.your 

dictionary.com). '' The test showed a disparity in translating the term. 

While (62.50%) of the participants used foreignizing strategy , by 

employing naturalization and paraphrasing, rendering it respectively into 

 of them used domesticating (%31.25) ,''  يد  محمد  '' and '' المحمديةة   ''

strategy by employing equivalence, addition and glossing, rendering it 

respectively into ''دت دلي'' , ''  '' اليدر ياندى درتده  دات لهدا درنلده محمد  صدال  دو  اليد  ر د

and ''درمحم يددى'' with a footnote explaining that the term is offensive. 

Meanwhile (6.25%) rendered it wrongly as ''   رددي ي دد  درمحمدد ير  مرتس ددر

 which distorts the ( Mohammedans were not good inventors )  '' يد ر 

meaning completely. 

Item 2  

This item refers to the well known Fatwa issued by Khomeini , the 1st  

supreme leader of Iran (1979-1989), against the novelist Salman Rushdie 

on February 14,1989 because of his novel, Satanic Verses. 

       The results showed a disparity in three parts of this item:- 
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A.'' recruit an assassin '' 

Whereas (62.50%) of the participants used foreignizing strategy by 

employing recognized  translation such as  ت نيد  قاتدتق قاتدت مدا رسق م تدات . 

(37.50%) of them employed domestication by using transposition: 

changing the singular '' assassin '' into plural, rendering it into ت نيد  درمتالدى  

which might denote a kind of generalization. 

  B.'' ayatollah[Khomeini] '' 

While ( 87.50%)  of the participants used foreignizing strategy by 

employing recognized translation, rendering it into                                 

 of them used domesticating  strategy by (%12.50) ,'' ديددى دو دررميندده''

omitting  the honorific title  '' يى دو د  ''. 

C. Standard Islamic practice 

       Domesticating strategy is used  by all the participants (100%) by 

employing transposition procedure, changing it from singular into plural 

as  درمماس داإل دت دلمي  درميا ديى or  درمماس داإل دت دلميى درنمر  يدى and  addition by 

using magnifying words  مماس داإل درد ي  دت دلمه  ر درمماس داإل دت دلمي  در دمحى

 . درحني  ق درمست ت
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Item 3 

A. Islamic extremism  

Islamic is the adjective of Islam. According to the Free Dictionary, it 

means  1. Relating to or characteristic of Islam or its adherents 2. In 

accordance with or  permitted  under the Sharia. Thus describing             

'' extremism '' تطدس    تسصدم  as '' Islamic'' suggests that extremism   is an 

authentic characteristic of Islam.  

        The results of the study showed that whereas (50%) of the 

participants used foreignizing strategy by employing recognized 

translation  such as     (%50) , درتطدس  دت دلمه   درتسصدم دت دلمه of them 

used domesticating  strategy by employing  transposition procedure, 

changing the adjective '' current ''     دا     شدا  into noun and rendering it 

into  درتيداسدإل دت دلمي  درمتطس دى ق درمتسصدلى"  '' which confines '' extremism '' to 

certain Islamic currents. 

B. Subversive radicalism of Al-Qaida 

According to Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (2004, p, 1298) ,the 

word '' subversive '' is '' trying or likely destroy or damage a government 

or political system by attacking it secretly or indirectly ''. 
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        All the participants used recognized translation, rendering it as 

 According to Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary . درهد دي  or  درترسيلده

(2004, p, 1043), the word '' radical '' means '' in favor of thorough and 

complete political or social change''. '' Radicalism '' is the '' belief in 

radical ideas and principles ''. Politically the term is associated or 

conflated with '' extremism '' which enhances  the need to confine and 

define the two terms (Borum, 2011).  

       The term showed a disparity in translation. Whereas (81.25%) of the 

participants used foreignizing strategy by employing either naturalization 

, rendering it into  الراديكاليةة or recognized translation rendering it into  

 extremism'', (18.75%) of them used domesticating strategy by''التطةر  

omitting the term. 

C. preemptive  

The adjective '' preemptive '' is proved to be vague or difficult to be 

translated in this context because the direct meaning, provided by 

dictionaries, dosn't fit the context. According to Oxford Advanced 

Learner's Dictionary (2004, p, 993) '' preemptive'' is '' done to stop 

somebody taking action, especially action that will be harmful to 

yourself '' i.e. ''  وقةاي'' or ''  اسةتااق '' . The word '' preemptive '' is also 

translated in Al-Mawrid Al-Hadeeth (2013, p, 906) as خةا  بحةا العة         :- 
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 i.e., related to preemptive (business) :-  a priority given to a partner شة    

or a neighbor to buy a land or shares offered for sale before the others. 

All the previous meanings seem out of the context. 

       According to Wex Legal Dictionary, '' preemptive'' is '' when the 

state law and federal law conflict, federal law displaces, or preempts, 

state law, due to Supremacy Clause of the American constitution''.   

     Considering that the writer addresses American readership, he may 

intend to convince them that fundamentalism has the priority and the 

privilege to preempt because of its supremacy in the Saudi 

establishment. According to the Free Dictionary,  '' preemptive'' is          

'' having the power to preempt or take precedence: preemptive authority''.  

Thus preemptive can be translated in this context as    ذات االسةايية او االولييةة  

or  ذات الساا . 

       The word showed a disparity in translation. Whereas (50%) of the 

participants used foreignizing strategy by employing literal translation 

such as   االسةتااقية or   (%25), اليقاييةة of them used domesticating strategy by 

omitting the term. Meanwhile, (25%) of them rendered it wrongly as 

 which might be confused with the major '' المالكيةة  '' or '' المةهب  العة     ''

Islamic jurisprudence schools (Shafi'i) and (Maliki) and it is also 

translated  wrongly as '' بدايية '' primitive ''. 
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D. Fundamentalism 

      Originally,  the term  '' fundamentalism '' is  used to  refer  to   

'' a movement in the 20th century Protestantism emphasizing the literally 

interpreted Bible as  fundamental to Christian life and teaching '' 

(www.merriam-webster.com). Then, the term is expanded to include 

other religions. According to Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary 

(2004, p, 523), fundamentalism is defined as  '' the practice of  following 

very strictly the basic rules and teaching of any religion ''. 

       Lewis(1988) and Holt (2004) argued that applying the term 

fundamentalism to Islam is problematic, unsuitable and can be 

confounding, yet, the term is applied to Islam by Lewis himself. Today, 

the term is controversially associated with '' extremism'' especially in the 

press and mass media. 

      The term showed a disparity  in translation. Whereas (75%) of the 

participants used foreignizing strategy by employing either recognized 

translation, rendering it into ''   االصةيلية '' or employing  literal translation 

such as ''  التطةر'' extremism or ''    الت صة ''fanaticism, (25%) of them used 

domesticating strategy by omitting the term.  

 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/
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E. The institutionalized revolution of the ruling Iranian hierarchy 

      The word '' hierarchy '' showed a disparity in translation. According 

to Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (2004, p, 610) '' hierarchy '' is     

'' a system, especially in a society or an organization, in which people are 

organized into different levels of importance from highest to lowest: the 

'' social/political hierarchy ''. It can be translated as ''   التسلسة   الررمة ''  or       

 .'' تراتاية  ''

        Whereas (43.75%) of the participants used foreignizing strategy by 

employing recognized translation such as ''     التسلس  الررم  للحكة '' or ''    الحكة

 of them used domesticating strategy by omitting the (%31.25) ,'' التراتاة  

word.  Meanwhile, (25%) of the participants translated it wrongly as '' 

 ruling '' الطايةة الحاكمةة    '' the ruling family or  '' الساللة الحاكمةة  '' ,  '' ال ايلة الحاكمة

class. 

Item 4  

A. An Islamist state  

The term Islamism was coined by the French Philosopher Voltaire in the 

mid-eighteenth century to refer to '' Islam ''. It was intended to replace 

the offensive term '' Mohammedanism'' which was coined by Sale. The 

term '' Islamism '' was free from pejorative meaning. With the 

publication of the Encyclopedia of Islam in 1938, the term was no more 
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in use and was replaced by the Arabic word '' Islam ''. The term was 

revived with the growth of the ideological and political apprehension of 

Islam. Today the term has acquired a pejorative connotation (Kramer 

2003). According to the Free Dictionary, ''Islamism'' is defined as '' an 

Islamic revivalist movement, often characterized by moral conservatism, 

literalism and the attempt to implement Islamic values in all spheres of 

life ''.  According to Oxford Living Dictionaries, ''Islamist'' (adj) is 

defined as '' relating to, advocating, or supporting Islamic militancy or 

fundamentalism.'' 

         All participants used foreignizing strategy by employing  literal 

translation procedure , rendering it into ''  دولةة اسةالمية '' or ''   الدولةة االسةالمية '' 

which resulted in losing the connotative meaning of the word . 

Furthermore, while (18.75%) of the participants used foreignizing 

strategy by employing literal translation, rendering it into ''   دولةة اسةالمية '' 

,(81.25%) of them used domesticating strategy by employing  

transposition changing the indefinite '' An Islamist state '' into definite 

 which confined the meaning (ال( الت رية    '' by adding '' the (الدولةة االسةالمية  )

to (ISIS). 
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B. Rogue state 

According to Oxford Living Dictionaries, a rogue state is defined as        

'' a nation or state regarded as breaking international law and posing a 

threat to security of  other nations ''. The term is controversial and often 

used for propaganda. 

        Whereas (81.25%) of participants used  foreignizing strategy by 

employing either literal translation such as دولةةةة خايشةيشريرةيقاسةةةية ; 

recognized translation  as    دولةة مارقةة or paraphrasing as       دولة  ت تيةر الةس اسة

 of participants (18.75%) ,( a state that lacks the basis of ruling ), الحكة  

used domesticating strategy by employing equivalence, rendering it into 

يارج دولة خ   (dissident state ) or  دولة حرابة (banditry state) .   

C. Islamists 

Whereas ( 75% ) of the participants used foreignizing  by employing 

recognized translation, rendering it into   (%25) , االسةةالميي of the 

participants rendering it wrongly as المسلمي  المسل ي  or  اليية االسالمية. 

Item 5. Would be better informed by.. than.. 

Whereas (62.50%) of the participants used foreignizing strategy by 

employing recognized translation which reserved the idea of comparison 
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as in  يح ...".....بدال ع  نسا  الس الة ية ل..  الشير...تيديم  بعك  افض  م  خالل الت الي  '',        

....... كان ليجد ت اط ا اكار لي اتا نا..................................بدل......................."  '', 

or  '' ............... م  االفض  ت ري   م  خالل ..............................بدل..................."

 (18.75%) of the participants used domesticating strategy by employing 

omission procedure  to avoid comparing the prophet to other figures, 

rendering it into : 

  م  باكيني  " لك  سيكين افض  لي ت  تيدي  بهه النضاالت م  خالل الت الي  الشيرية لك         

يرجز سةةةةةةيريا ورونا لكسةةةةةةنارا  ولينةةةةةةي  ومةةةةةةاو وتعةةةةةة  جي ةةةةةةارا    و يةةةةةةرب  ".                           وجةةةةةة

Moderating is also used to avoid  the comparison by employing   the 

correlative conjunction    '' …not only..but also… ''  which changed the 

idea from comparison into parallelism as in : 

مة  خةالل الةيح  الةهز انةزل علةس        لةي  فية   علينا كمسةلمي  ان نسةتمر فة  مسةيرتنا الك احيةة       ''

 بالت الي  الرايدة  لااكيني  ......................".                            ولك   ايضاسيدنا محمد صلس اهلل علي  وسل  

Meanwhile, (18.75%) of the participants provided wrong answers that 

distorted the meaning  such as  

. ................................... ................... تغهية الصراعات م  خالل ت الي .... ''  ''or 

................كان محمد صلس  اهلل علي  وسل  م لما المت  افض  م  الم لمي  باكيني  ....... ''  '' 
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Item 6. Submit 

According to Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (2004, p, 1296),   

''to submit'' is to '' accept the authority, control or greater strength of 

somebody or something ''. Whereas (81.25%)  of the participants used 

foreignizing strategy by employing recognized translation, rendering it to 

 of them used domesticating strategy by (%18.75) , يخضةة/ ي اخضةةا   

employing either moderating procedure, rendering it into ''    ت تنةا    '' ,'' تسةل

االسةال     '' to embrace Islam '' or employing addition, rendering it to :                   

سال  ودعية الناس الس دي  الحا......"اخضا  االرض لسلطة اال  ''. 

Item 7 

A. Muhammad's lifetime 

Whereas (75%) of the participants used foreignizing strategy by 

rendering it literally as    (%25) , حيةاة محمةد of them used domesticating 

strategy by adding praising words, such as''  محمةد صةلس اهلل علية  وسةل     الناة   '', 

prophet Mohammad prayer and peace be upon him  or   " سيدنا محمد '' . 

B.to veil  

The word '' veil '' according to Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary 

(2004, p, 1438), is '' 1. A covering of  a very thin transparent material 

worn by  a woman to protect or hide the face 2. A piece of fabric worn 
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by nuns over the head and shoulders''. Veil as a (verb) ''1. Cover your 

face with a veil 2. To cover something with something that hides it  

partly or completely''. According to Al-Waseet dictionary (2011, p, 162 ), 

السةاتر    is  الحجةا    ( a thing used to cover such as, curtain, partition or  a 

screen which means it is not a piece of clothes ).      خمةار المةر ة    (p, 264) 

 a garment used by a woman  to cover her)  ثةي  تغطة  بة  المةر ة ر سةرا وعنيرةا       

head and neck).   " النيا '' (p, 982)        رةا  الينا  تج ل  المراه علةس ان رةا تسةتر بة   وجر   

(a mask put on a woman's nose to cover her face). There is 

jurisprudential controversy about how Muslim women's dress should be. 

Using one word to denote different meanings create confusion. Both the 

word veil and the Arabic word    حجةا seem to be elastic and create 

confusion and misunderstanding in both the source  text and the target 

texts. 

         Whereas  (12.50%) of the participants used foreignizing strategy by 

employing recognized translation such as ''    ان يغطةةي  وجةةيبر  '' or              

يسةتترن     '' '', (87.50%) of them used domesticating strategy by employing  

equivalence such as   ان يرتدي  الحجا  , ان يرتدي  الخمار  or    ارتداء النيا. 

C. The Muslim conquest 

According to Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (2004,p , 260), 

''conquest '' is '' the act of taking control of country, city etc.,  by force ''. 
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       While (18.75%) of the participants used foreignizing strategy by 

employing literal translation  such as      االسةتيالء علةس المنةاطا  or     الغةزو

  of them used domesticating strategy by employing (%81.25) ,االسةالم   

cultural equivalent rendering it into    ال تيحات االسالمي  or      ال تح االسالم. 

Item 8. 

A. Dar-ul-Islam 

Dar-ul-Islam is a historical Islamic jurisprudence term. According to 

Oxford Islamic Studies, it refers to the  '' territory of Islam. Region of 

Muslim sovereignty where Islamic law prevails ''. It was often used as an 

opposite of ''Dar-Al-Harb''  '' territory of war. Denotes the territories 

bordering on Dar-Al-Islam , whose leaders are called upon to convert to 

Islam'' . These  concepts have become of little importance due to the 

historical changes when the Muslim world was divided into many  

countries. The term was revived by some Muslim ideologists in              

a controversial way . Whereas '' Dar-Al-Islam '' for Sayyad  Qutb is the 

land where Islamic law is the applied, others accept that '' Dar-Al -Islam'' 

as any country where Muslims are safe even if it was a secular society 

(Encyclopedia of the Middle East).  

          The term showed a disparity in translation. Whereas  (87.50%) of 

the participants used foreignizing strategy by employing recognized 
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translation, rendering it into   (%12.50) , دار االسةةال of them used 

domesticating strategy by omitting the term  or label translation , putting 

the term in inverted commas which might  denote disagreement. 

B. Jahilyyah 

An Islamic concept used in the Quran to refer to pre-Islamic period . 

Sayyad Qutb gave different connotation for the concept when he 

considered that the whole world including the Muslim world is in a state 

of  Jahilyyah (ignorance) unless they apply the Islamic law. 

      While (93.75%) of the participants  used foreignizing strategy  by 

employing  recognized translation, rendering it into      الجابليةة , (6.25%) of 

them used domestication   by using glossing, providing a footnote to 

explain the connotative meaning which is used by Sayyad Qutb. 

Item 9. God's  guidance 

While (25%) of the participants used foreignizing strategy by employing 

literal translation, rendering it into      (%62.50) ,  تيجيرةات االلة of them used 

domesticating strategy by employing either  the equivalent    بةدز اهلل or 

تيجيرةات اهلل سةاحان     or adding words of praise rendering it into ارشةادات اهلل  

تيجيرةات   Meanwhile,  (12.50%) of them translated it wrongly as . وت ةالس    

 . االلر      
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Item 10 .Depoliticized  

According to Oxford Living Dictionary, to '' depoliticize '' is to '' remove 

from political activity or influence. According to Oxford Advanced 

Learner's Dictionary (2004, p, 977), to '' politicize ''  is '' to make 

somebody or something become more involved in politics ''. The prefix 

de- is used to add the meaning '' opposite '', '' remove '' or '' reduce '' to  a 

verb or a noun . Thus '' depoliticize '' is to reverse, remove, or reduce the 

action of politicizing. According to Al-Mawrid Al-Hadeeth (2013, p, 

331), ''depoliticize'' is ''  يزي  التسيي  او يخرج م  نطاق السياسة '' . 

 Whereas (50%) of the participants used foreignizing strategy by 

employing recognized translation such as '' نةز  الصةةاغة السياسةية     '' ,'' تيليةة   

  ,   السياسةة "   " صةر  اناةار النةاس عة     or '' تحييةد النةاس سياسةيا     ''  , '' الةيع  السياسة     

(25%) of them used domesticating strategy by employing magnifying 

procedure ,translating it as            ا مضةيا عيةين النةاس عة  السياسة   ,   منة/ النةاس عة

 Meanwhile, (25%) of them provided  .سةةل  االراده السياسةية   or ,السياسةة   

wrong answers such as   يسةي , عملةيا علةس عةد  تسةيي  النةاس       لة   which negates 

the existence of politicizing not reversing it . Another wrong answer was  

'' شرد ال صر ال ااس  اناسا  ير سياسيي   ''. 
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4.2 Summary of the results of the first question  

The results showed that twelve procedures were used by the translators 

in rendering ideological Islamic –related texts from English into Arabic. 

Table (3) presents the four procedures that underlie foreignizing strategy 

in terms of frequencies and percentage. They are: recognized translation, 

accounting for 133 frequencies (39.58%) of the total responses. Literal 

translation, accounting for 43 frequencies (12.80%) of the total 

responses. Naturalization, accounting for 12 frequencies (3.57%) and 

paraphrasing, accounting for 3 frequencies (0.90%) of the total 

responses. (See Appendix J, p, 98). 

Table(4) presents the eight procedures that underlie the 

domesticating strategy in terms of frequencies and percentages. They are 

: transposition, accounting for 40 frequencies (11.90%) of the total 

responses. Equivalence, accounting for 39 frequencies (11.60%) of the 

total responses. Omission, accounting for 21 frequencies (6.25%) of the 

total responses. Addition, accounting for 11 frequencies (3.27%) of the 

total responses. Magnifying, accounting for 4 frequencies (1.19%) of the 

total responses. Glossing, accounting for 4 frequencies (1.19%) of the 

total responses. Moderating, accounting for 3 frequencies(0.90%) of the 

total responses and one label procedure (0.30%). Each procedure will be 
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explained by using examples taken from the translators' responses.       

(See Appendix K, p, 99) 

The procedures which were used in the foreignizing Strategy:- 

1. Recognized translation 

        It stands as the most prominent procedure, accounting for 133 

frequencies (39.58%) of the total responses. It underlies the tendency to 

foreignize the (TT) by employing a generally accepted translation to 

convey the message of the source text faithfully regardless of its 

ideological implication as in ((ayatollah[khomeiny])) ''  هلل الخمينة  ايةة ا  '' ,     

'' Islamic extremism '' ''    التطر  االسةالم '', '' fundamentalism '' , ''  االصةيلية '',  

'' rogue state '' ''  دول  مارقة '' and '' Islamists '' ''  االسالميي '' …etc. 

2. Literal translation 

       It stands as the second procedure, accounting for 43 frequencies 

(12.80%) of the total responses. It depends on the literal meaning 

provided by dictionaries in rendering the ST regardless of the 

ideological, political or cultural connotation. Using this procedure can be 

attributed to two factors: first:- inability to figure out the contextual 

meaning either because of its ambiguity as in translating '' preemptive '' 

to '' االسةةتااقية  '' , '' اليقاييةةة '' ; or being conflated as in rendering                     

'' fundamentalism '' into ''  الت صةة   '' ,'' التطةةر ''. Second :- lack of 
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knowledge as in rendering ''Islamist state'' into ''   دولةة   '' ,'' الدولةة االسةالمية

 .'' دول  خايشة ي شريرة ي قاسية "   and '' rough state '' as'' اسالمية

3.Naturalization 

      In this procedure, the translator transfers a word from SL to TL with 

phonological and morphological modifications . It stands as the third 

procedure used in the foreignizing strategy, accounting for 12 

frequencies(3.57%) of the total responses. Although it adapts the normal 

pronunciation and morphology of the TL, it sustains the ideological or 

political implications of the ST. By rendering '' Mohammedism '' into      

يةة  المحمد ''  '' translators sustained the ideological implication of the term. 

Naturalization was also used in rendering '' radicalism '' into ''   الراديكاليةة '' 

which does not provide the connotative meaning of the term. It was left 

to the reader to figure out the ideological and political connotation of the 

terms. 

4.The paraphrase translation 

      It is the least used procedure by the translators who used  

foreignizing strategy in rendering the texts. It accounted for 3 

frequencies (0.90%) of the total responses. In this procedure, translators 

substituted some terms to give an explanation of the meaning without 

changing the connotative  meaning as in translating '' Mohammedism '' 
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into ''   دية  محمةد '' which maintains the ideological meaning of the ST. The 

term '' rouge state '' is also rendered into ''     دولة ت تير الةس اسة  الحكة ''  '' a state 

that lacks the basis of the ruling '' .                                 

The procedures which  were used in the domesticating strategy:- 

1.Transposition 

       It is the most prominent procedure employed by translators in the 

domesticating strategy, accounting for40 frequencies (11.90%) of the 

total responses. This procedure involves a shift in grammar from SL to 

TL. The change in grammar might be indicative of ideological 

mediation. This procedure was used heavily by the translators in 

rendering item (2.a, c) changing singular into plural. Rendering '' recruit 

an assassin '' into ''     تجنيةد اليتلة '' and '' standard Islamic practice '' into         

 which may be indicative of generalization. It was '' الممارسةات االسةالمية    ''

also used in rendering item (3.a) '' Islamic extremism current in the 

present time '' was translated by employing transposition, rendering the 

adjective  '' current ''   /سةايد     ,شةاي   into a noun  ''  تيةارات ''. This procedure 

was also employed in item(4.a) by rendering '' An Islamist state '' into                    

 .changing it from indefinite to definite '' الدولة االسالمية ''
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2. Equivalence 

       It is the second procedure used in domesticating the TT, accounting 

for 39 frequencies (11.60%) of the total responses. Although it seems 

reasonable to use the cultural equivalence in rendering texts related to 

Islam, yet sometimes this procedure failed to transmit the ideological or 

political connotation of some terms unless they are supported by a gloss. 

The term '' Mohammedism '' was translated by (12.50%)  of the 

translators to its cultural equivalent ''   االسةال  '' which deprives the reader 

of realizing the author's ideology that underlies the use of the term       

''Mohammedism '' . '' A rogue state '' was translated by (12.50%) of the 

translators as ''   دولةة حرابةة '' or ''   دولةة خةيارج '' which also deprives the reader 

of realizing the political connotation of the term. '' To veil '' was 

translated by (87.50%)of the translators as ''   يرتةدي  الحجا يالنيا يالخمةار '' 

which does not solve the problem of polysemous word '' veil '' or              

''  hijab ''. 

3. Omission 

       Although deleting a word or some words from the ST while 

translating is considered a misconstrue of the author, yet omission was 

employed in domesticating the TT, accounting for 21 frequencies 

(6.25%)of the total responses. The use of this procedure can be attributed 
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to two factors : First, the inability of translators to render some 

ambiguous words, Second the translator's intention to omit words that 

are opposite to his/her beliefs or the beliefs of his/her readership. 

       The honorific title '' ayatollah '' was omitted by (12.50%) of the 

translators while translating Item (2.b). The procedure was also used in 

Item (3.b, c, d ,e), '' radicalism '' was omitted by (18.75%), '' preemptive '' 

was omitted by (25%), '' fundamentalism '' was omitted by (25%) and     

'' hierarchy '' by (31.25%) of the translators. It was also employed by 

(12.5%) of the translators in rendering Item(5) by omitting the second 

part of the sentence '' by the revelation given to our prophet 

Muhammad…'' to avoid comparing the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) to 

other figures. The term '' Dar-ul-Islam '' was also omitted by (6.25%) of 

the translators. 

4.Addition 

       Addition, accounting for 11 frequencies (3.27%)of the total 

responses. It was used by (6.25%) of the translators in  rendering             

'' Mohammedism '' into ''        دية  محمةد صةلس اهلل علية  وسةل ''. In Item(2.c.) it was 

used by (18.75%)of the translators rendering '' standard Islamic practice ''  

into ''        الممارسةةات االسةةالمي  السةةمح  ي الةةدي  االسةةالم  الحنيةة ''. In Item(7a.)               

'' Muhammad's life '' was translated by adding honorific words '' النا  محمد  
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 In Item (9) '' God's guidance '' was .'' سةيدنا محمةد    '' '' صةلس اهلل علية  وسةل     

translated by (12.50%) as ''     تيجيرةات اهلل سةاحان  وت ةالس ''. Addition also  used 

in Item (6) the verb '' submit '' was rendered into ''     اخضةا  االرض لسةلط

 .'' االسال  ودعيه الناس الس دي  الحا 

5.Magnifying 

       This procedure relies on the lexical choice of the translator. The 

meaning of the word might be exaggerated. It accounted for four 

frequencies  (1.19%) of  the total responses. The verb '' de- politicized '' 

was rendered by (25%) of the translators as ''   ا مضيا عيين الناس ع  السياسةة"

" من/ الناس ع  السياسة ",     or  " سل  االراده السياسية " . 

6.Glossing 

      This procedure provides the translator with a chance to add cultural, 

technical or linguistic information to his/her translation. Although it 

might be considered the best way to deal with ideological texts, it was 

used only in (1.19%) of the total responses. The term '' Mohammedism '' 

was glossed by (12.50%) of the translators. It was rendered into ''   المحمديةة 

'' or '' االسةال    '' and providing  a footnote  that explained the ideological 

offensive connotation of the term. '' Rogue state '' was also glossed by 

(6.25%) of the translators, rendering it into ''   دولةة مارقةة '' and providing     

a footnote to explain the political connotation of the term. In Item (8.b.) 
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the word '' Jahilyyah '' was rendered into ''   الجابليةة '' and was glossed by 

(6.25%) of the translators providing a footnote  to explain the meaning 

used by Sayyed Qutb for '' Jahilyyah ''. 

7.Moderating 

      This procedure relies on the lexical choice of the translator. A word 

with negative connotation might be mollified in the TT to lessen its 

effect and to be in line with the target culture. It accounted three 

frequencies  (0.90%) of the total responses.  In item (5)  '' better ..than '' 

was replaced by the correlative conjunction '' not only.. but also..'' which 

changes the idea from comparison into parallelism. In Item (6) the word 

'' submit '' was translated by (12.50%) of the translators as ''    تسةل '' ,          

 to lessen the effect of the verb '' submit '' which denotes '' ت تنةا االسةال     ''

the negative meaning of '' enforcing people to Islam ''.  

8. Label translation 

       This procedure is a temporary translation, which should be made in 

inverted commas. It is conditional and can be later  departed. It was the 

least used procedure. It was used only one time(0.30%) in rendering the 

term  '' Dar-ul-Islam '' into ''   دار االسةال '' with inverted commas which 

might be used to show disagreement  to the term.   
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4.3. Results of  the second question 

What problems do translators face in translating ideological Islamic-

related texts from English into Arabic? 

  To answer the second question, the researcher conducted 

interviews with four academic professors and five professional 

translators who were asked to identify the problems that translators face 

in translating ideological Islamic-related texts from English into Arabic. 

4.3.1 Results of the second question (academic professors) 

Dr. Ahmed Al-Harahshah, a specialist in applied linguistics and 

translation in the Department of translation at Yarmouk University,  

responded to the  first question of the interview by saying that translating 

religious texts or semi-religious texts is challenging. It demands a deep 

understanding of the source text and its context. The reliance of the 

translators on the dictionary meaning rather than contextual meaning 

may distort the message of the texts. In addition, ideology in translation 

in religious texts may be unconsciously practiced by translators because 

of the impacts of Islamic culture on them. Furthermore, religious texts 

are so sensitive that translators tend to be careful in order not to break 

the religious and social constrains of the target culture. They tend to use 
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ideology sometimes to avoid being rude such as adding honorific 

expressions after the name of prophet Mohammad. 

 Dr. Majid Abdulatif Ibrahim, a specialist in general 

linguistics/phonetics and phonology who teaches at Middle East 

University , said that it is essential to classify the problems that emerged 

when translating  ideological Islamic texts. He indicated that those 

problems are not purely cultural which reflect the community' individual, 

habitual, regular and daily behaviors  residing in the pros and cons of the 

life details. Rather, those problems represent the religious, traditional 

and doctrinal heritage of the nation which is sacred for its proponents 

and followers. Therefore, transparency and lucidity should be strongly 

available in any attempt to convey such a heritage in a form of translated 

texts. He added that it is of a great significance for the translator to have 

sufficient knowledge about the writers of such texts, their personal, 

educational, religious, traditional and even psychological tendencies 

towards Islam and Islamic thought. Such information would help the 

translator diagnose the nature of the problems he/she might face in 

translation. 

        Dr. Mohammad. M. Obeidat, a specialist in translation, responded 

to the question by saying that some terms and expressions may have 

different connotations in Islamic ideological texts which require 
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developing background reading on the  part of the translators to be 

familiar with such terms and expressions. Such texts have embodied 

ideologies which have to be recognized by the translator who must read 

between the lines to decode the texts. 

       Dr. Raad Al Gailani, a specialist in Islamic theology, a former head 

of the Department of Philosophy Faculty of Islamic Sciences at Baghdad 

university, pointed out that the challenge in translating  ideological 

Islamic- related texts is to figure out the writer's intention and to transmit 

it objectively to the readership. Although some orientalists' writings 

based on Islam hatred and aims to distort Islam, yet biased  translation of 

such texts may lead to negative consequences. Therefore, translators of 

such texts should be qualified in translating and should be acquainted 

with ideologies related to Islam in order to be able to make a 

compromise that sustains the meaning of the source text and at the same 

time presents the positive image of Islam. 

 The views of the professors can be summarized in the following:- 

1.Translating ideological Islamic-related texts is a sensitive process. 

Such texts may violate the cultural and religious restraints which may 

encourage the translators to intervene in the TT to be in line with the 

target culture. 
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2. Some ideological Islamic- related texts distort the real image of Islam 

which may drive translators to mediate in the target text semantically to 

moderate the negative meanings. 

3. ideological Islamic- related texts are packed with connotative terms 

and expressions which have to be paid especial attention by the 

translator. 

4. Depending on dictionary meanings rather than contextual meanings 

may distort the message of the ST. 

5. Translating such texts requires a sufficient knowledge of the topics 

and the authors of the texts. 

6. Biased translation of such texts may lead to negative consequences. 

The translator has to make a compromise that serves both faithfulness to 

ST and to the target culture. 

4.3.2 Results of the second question (translators)  

For further help to answer the second question, the researcher conducted 

interviews with five translators, who participated in the translation test, 

to find out the problems they encountered in the translation. Their 

answers can be summarized in the following :- 
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1.Ideological problems:- the five translators agreed that translating 

ideological Islamic-related texts was very difficult and ''risky'' task 

because it deals with sensitive issues that may transgress  people's beliefs 

and faith. They described their states while translating the texts as           

'' anxious, worried, and not relaxed '' since they have to convey faithfully  

a message that distorts the image of Islam and contradicts their  beliefs 

and the real image of Islam. 

2. Lexical problems:- they said that religious and political terms and 

expressions are very difficult to be translated since they need '' very 

special jargons''. They indicated that words such as '' Mohammedism, 

fundamentalism, Islamists, rogue state, etc. ….'' have special 

connotations which are not provided by dictionaries. This necessitated 

the resort to further references. 

3. Lack of knowledge :- one translator stated that'' the topic is very hard 

or uncommon ''. She indicated that she was unfamiliar with some 

religious and political terms and expressions so she worked very hard to 

get the accurate meaning. She added that reading about the topic is very 

necessary to be able to understand and choose the appropriate 

equivalents. 
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4.Syntactic problems:- two translators acknowledged that they 

encountered syntactic problems because of the differences between 

English and Arabic structures. Another referred to the difficulty of using 

conjunctions to link the sentences correctly. 
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Chapter Five 

Discussion and Recommendations 

5.0 Introduction 

This study aims at identifying  the various strategies and procedures that 

translators use in rendering ideological Islamic-related texts from 

English into Arabic. It also investigates the problems that translators face 

in translating ideological Islamic-related texts from English into Arabic. 

This chapter presents a summary and discussion of the results of the two 

questions. It also presents an illustration and interpretation of the results 

in the light of the reviewed literature. Furthermore, it offers 

recommendations for further research. 

5.1 Discussion related to the results of the first question  

What are the various strategies and procedures that translators use in 

rendering ideological Islamic-related texts from English into Arabic ? 

The results show that (56.85%) of the translators have adopted the 

foreignizing strategy in which they employed four procedures; 

recognized translation, literal translation, naturalization, and 

paraphrasing arranged in a descending order by their frequencies. The 

heavy use of recognized and literal translation reflectes the translators' 
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tendency to sustain the exact message of the ST. Although in 

naturalization, the translators have adapted the phonology and 

morphology of the target language, yet they retained the ideology of the 

ST. Paraphrasing is also used in a way that retained the message of the 

ST as in rendering   '' Mohammedism '' into ''  دي  محمةد '' which maintained 

the same connotative meaning of the term '' Mohammedism ''. This 

agrees with Venuti(1995) who states that the purpose of foreignization is 

to maintain  the cultural and linguistic  elements of the ST in order to 

have  the same effect that the original readership receive. It also agrees 

with Nazzal (2012) who believes that in using foreignization,  the TT 

will be difficult to understand because it will be loaded with foreign 

culture and it will also be offensive to the target culture. On the other 

hand, (36.60%) of the translators have adopted the domesticating 

strategy i.e. they tried to communicate the message of the ST taking into 

account the cultural and ideological beliefs of their readership. Eight 

procedures have been utilized by the translators to underlie the 

domesticating strategy. They are  transposition, equivalence, omission, 

addition, magnifying, glossing, moderating and label arranged  in a 

descending order by their frequencies. The most utilized procedure in the 

domesticating strategy is transposition where a shift in structure is made 

to modify the message of the ST to meet the ideology of the readership. 
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There is a shift from singular into plural which might suggest 

generalization. There is also a shift from indefinite to definite which 

suggests specification. These two examples have made a shift in 

ideology whether it is  intended or not. This agrees with Keshavarz and 

Zonoozi (2011) who believe that translators use certain grammatical 

structures as a device to utilize ideology. The equivalence procedure is 

heavily employed by the translators in the domesticating strategy. 

Equivalence helpes to make the TT easy and readable but sometimes it 

fails  to denote the political and ideological connotations. This agrees 

with Venuti (1995) who believes that domestication implies the 

submission of the ST to conversion to make the TT '' fluent and natural ''. 

It also agrees with AL-Thuwaini (2006) who states that equivalence 

alone is not enough to convey the connotative  meaning of some words 

or to create the same effect of the source text. 

      Omission is also used by the translators to bring the TT to the TL 

culture. Omitting some words can be easily attributed to ideological  

reasons as in omitting the  second part of the sentence  in  ( item 5 ) to 

avoid comparing the prophet(PBUH) with other figures. By omitting 

terms like '' radicalism '', '' fundamentalism '', '' hierarchy ''..etc, it is 

difficult to decide whether it is attributed to the incompetency of the 

translators or to ideological reasons to make TT meet the culture and 
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ideological values of the target readership. By adding honorific words, 

translators also try to meet the value of their readership. This agrees with 

Al-Harahsheh (2013) who states that  some translators are predisposed to 

add honorific expressions after the name of the prophet and they omit 

words that denote negative connotation to lower their effect. It also 

agrees with Ashubbak(2013) who indicates that the Arab translators use 

addition, omission, equivalence when rendering controversial news 

items. 

       Magnifying and Moderating have been used by the translators to 

make a semantic shift. It relies on the lexical choices of the translators 

who either try to exaggerate ( magnifying ) a word or to reduce its effect 

(moderating) especially with words that have pejorative meaning. These 

two procedures might be indicative to ideological mediation. This also 

agrees with Al-Harahsheh (2013) who indicates that translators  of 

ideological and religious texts tend to replace words with negative 

connotations by other words to reduce their impact. It also agrees with 

Alghamdi (2014) who states that the translators' socio-cultural and 

ideological constraints result in disparity between ST and TTs in 

choosing the lexical items. Glossing serves as the best procedure to 

administer ideological texts. It enables the translator to transmit the 

message of the ST faithfully and communicates any ideological 
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implications to his readership. It requires further research and efforts  

which might be the reason behind its little use. It only accounts for 

(1.19%) of the total responses. The terms '' Mohammedism '', '' rogue 

state '', and '' Jahilyyah '' are glossed by the translators to provide their 

connotative meaning. This agrees with Newmark (1988 ) who states that 

glossing can be used by the translators to clarify cultural words or to 

show opposition or disagreement to the ST. 

     Label procedure is the least used one. It accounts only for (0.30%) of 

the total responses. It is a contingent translation, putting the rendered 

term in inverted commas to indicate  that it can be departed later. 

Although this procedure is often used in rendering a new institutional 

terms, it is used here to render the revived term '' Dar-ul-Islam '' which is 

rendered to ''    دار  إلسةال  '' with inverted commas to indicate that using 

this term is conditional or to show disagreement with it. This procedure 

also provides an aid to deal with ideological texts.  

5.2  Discussion related to the results of the second question 

What problems do translators face in translating ideological Islamic-

related texts from English into Arabic? 

       The problems that translators faced in rendering ideological Islamic-

related texts from English into Arabic were manifested in different areas 
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: Firstly, inability to deal with the ideological implications; Secondly, the 

ambiguity of some words; Thirdly, the differences between SL and TL 

cultures; Fourthly, the translators' semantic and syntactic mediation; 

Fifthly, lack of knowledge; sixthly, inadequacy of dictionaries. 

        The first problem is the inability to deal with the ideological 

implications. Ideological Islamic-related texts are often replete with 

controversial terms with ideological, often pejorative, connotation. 

Translators rendered terms like '' Mohammedism '', '' fundamentalism '',  

'' radicalism '' either by transferring the meaning of the ST faithfully as in 

 or rendering them to their '' الراديكاليةة  '' and '' االصةيلية   '' ,'' المحمديةة  ''

controversial and conflated connotation as in rendering '' radicalism '' 

and '' fundamentalism '' into '' التطةةر     '' disregarding the ideological 

implications and left it to the reader to figure out  any ideological 

implication. This reduces the role of the translator to be merely               

a transmitter rather than interpreter or mediator . Translators also 

rendered them by domesticating the TT either by providing cultural 

equivalent such as in rendering '' Mohammedism '' into  ''  االسةال '' or 

omitting the controversial terms as in omitting '' radicalism ''and              

'' fundamentalism '' or providing glossing that clarify the ideological 

implications of the terms. This way is an attempt to bring the TT to the 

target culture which might be interpreted as an ideological intervention. 
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This result agrees with Newmark (1988) who highlights the peculiarity 

of words that carry or suggest connotative meaning other than the 

explicit meaning. He also indicates that translating words such as'' 

radicalism '' literally can be misleading because its connotation may 

differ from one culture to another. 

       The second problem is the ambiguity of some words which can be 

attributed to different factors :-First: words with devious meaning as in    

'' The preemptive fundamentalism of the Saudi establishment '' . It is not 

obvious what the word ''preemptive'' means. Translators failed to provide 

a clear meaning of the word. They either rendered it into the direct 

dictionary meaning ''    وقةاي   '' ,''  سةتااق '', omitting it or provided wrong 

answers. This agrees with Newmark (1981)  who states that in                 

'' evaluative language '' some adjectives would be '' vague  '' until they 

are interpreted according to a scale that depends on the writer's value 

judgments and then transformed to the target culture. The second factor 

that leads to ambiguity is words that have more than one meaning . The 

word '' to veil '' was translated into three Arabic equivalents ''    يرتةدي

 '' which have different meanings. The word '' hijab '' الحجةا  ي النيةا  يالخمةار   

is not used in the Holy Quran to refer to a piece of clothes. It is rather 

used to refer to a screen, partition, or a thing used to cover. This              

'' hijab '' was required exclusively for the prophet's wives.                                      
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مة  سةيرة االحةزا     35االيةة   '' و ذا سةالتميب  متاعةا فسةهليب  مة  وراء حجةا       '' . '' And 

when you ask[ the prophet's wives] for something, ask them from behind 

a partition ''.(Al-Ahzab-53) Today the word '' hijab '' is used inexplicitly 

for different kinds of clothes which leads to jurisprudential debate. The 

equivalent words '' veil '' and    '' hijab '' lead to ambiguity in both ST and 

TTs. This agrees with Holt (2004) who states that the issue of polysemy 

- in which one signifier refers to more than one signified, is one of the 

problems that are associated with ideological Islamist texts. 

      The third problem is the differences between SL and TL cultures.  In 

each culture, there are social and religious constraints. In Islam and 

Islamic culture, it is indecent to mention the name of the God or the 

name of the prophet without using honorific words. Some translators 

added honorific words to their translation as in rendering '' God '' into '' 

    علية  وسةل  حياة النا  محمد صةلس اهلل  '' Muhammad's life '' into '' ,'' اهلل ساحان  وت الس

'',  '' Standard Islamic practice '' into ''    الةدي    '' ,'' الممارسةات االسةالمية السةمحة

 They do that either to satisfy their readership or because .'' االسةالم  الحنية    

they used to do that for religious and cultural reasons. However using 

honorific words while translating texts written by Muslims seems 

plausible and does not necessarily denote ideological implications. On 

the other hand using  honorific words  in texts written by non-Muslim 

writers seems odd, especially in rendering '' Mohammedism '' into ''    دية
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  because it contradicts the ideological message '' النا  محمد صلس اهلل علية  وسةل    

that Islam is an invention of Muhammad. This agrees with Al-Harahsheh 

(2013) who states that Muslim students were inclined to add honorific 

expressions after the name of the prophets and names of sacred places. 

       The fourth problem is the translators' semantic and syntactic 

mediation. Intended or not, semantic and syntactic shift might be 

interpreted as mediation.  On the semantic level, there were variations in 

lexical choices used by translators to modify words that imply negative 

meaning or misinform Islam. They attempt to moderate words like '' 

submit to the faith of Islam '' into ''   ت تنةا االسةال    '' ,'' تسةل '' or expand it as in  

دعةةية النةةاس الةةس ديةة  الحةةا      اخضةةا  االرض لسةةلط  االسةةال  و   ''  ''. ''The Muslim 

conquest '' is also moderated by rendering it into ''   ال تيحةات االسةالمية '' . On 

the syntactic level, some translators have shifted from singular into 

plural which might indicate generalization, as in rendering '' recruit an 

assassin '' into ''    تجنيةد اليتلةة ''. A shift from indefinite to definite is used in 

rendering '' Islamist state '' into ''  الدولةةة االسةةالمية '' which indicates 

specification. A shift from adjective to noun in rendering '' .. Islamic 

extremism current in the present time '' into ''    التيةارات االسةالمية المتطرفةة '' is 

also specifying the meaning. This agrees with Hatim and Mason (1990) 

who state that ideology is disclosed in language at lexical-semantic and  

grammatical-syntactic level. It also agrees with Keshavarz and Zonoozi 
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(2011) who indicate that translators utilize certain grammatical structures 

and semantic excursive strategies as ideological devices. It also agrees 

with Al Harahsheh (2013) who indicates that the translators tend to 

replace words that denote pejorative connotations to lessen their effect.  

It is also in line with Alghamdi (2014) who indicates that the differences 

between ST and TT in lexical choices and syntactic structures reflect 

ideological transference. 

       The fifth problem is lack of knowledge. Ideological Islamic-related 

texts enclose a wide range of information. It encompasses religious, 

political, ideological and historical terms which require deep 

understanding. The translator's lack of information is reflected by using 

literal translation as in rendering literally the political term '' rogue state '' 

into ''     دولة خايشةة يشةريرة ي قاسةية ''. It might also be the reason behind omitting 

some words. Furthermore, it is manifested by providing wrong 

translation out of context which distorts the meaning as rendering                 

'' Mohammedism ''  into ''   حمةديين مخترعةين جيةدون    لة  يكة  الم  '' or rendering         

'' ruling Iranian hierarchy '' into ''     السةالل  الحاكمة '' or ''     ال ايلة  المالكة '' or in 

rendering '' God's guidance '' into ''     تيجيرةات االلرة ''. These mistakes reduce 

the probability of ideological implications of the translation and consider 

other reasons such as lack of information or linguistic incompetency. 

This agrees with Al-Muhannadi (2008) who indicates that disparity in 
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translation does not necessarily reflect the translator's ideology. It rather 

can be attributed to linguistic inadequacy.  

      The sixth problem is the inadequacy of dictionaries. Some terms 

need further sources to figure out their connotative meaning such as 

religious, historical and political sources. Terms such as '' rogue state '',   

'' jahyyliah '', '' Dar-ul-Islam '' have connotative meanings which are not 

found in dictionaries. Furthermore , some English-Arabic dictionaries 

provide the prevailing meaning of some terms such as associating           

'' radicalism '' with '' extremism '' or rendering the term                             

'' Muhammadanism ''  which is a variety of '' Mohammedism'' into           

 .without any reference to its offensive connotation ''االسال  ''

5.3 Conclusions 

Results obtained from the test indicate that translators have used two 

main strategies in rendering ideological Islamic-related texts. They are  

the foreignizing strategy , accounting for 191 frequencies (56.85%) of 

the total responses and the domesticating strategy, accounting 123 

frequencies (36.60%) of the total responses and the other 22 frequencies 

(6.55%)of the total responses have been wrong answers. 
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  The interpretation also indicates that the translators have utilized 

the following 12 procedures in rendering ideological Islamic-related 

texts; recognized translation (133 data); literal procedure (43data); 

transposition (40 data); equivalence (39 data); omission (21 data ); 

naturalization (12data); addition (11 data); glossing(4 data); magnifying 

(4 data); moderating (3 data ); paraphrasing (3 data) and label (1 data). 

It also reveals that while recognized, literal, naturalization and 

paraphrasing procedures underlie the foreignizing strategy to sustain the 

ideology of the ST, transposition, equivalence, omission, addition, 

glossing, magnifying, moderating, and label procedures underlie the 

domesticating strategy to modify the TT so as to be in line with the 

target ideology. 

      Furthermore, the results obtained from the interviews as well 

as the test indicate  that translators of ideological Islamic- related texts 

have faced the following problems :- inability to deal with the 

ideological implications; the ambiguity of some words; the differences 

between the SL and TL cultures; the translators' semantic and syntactic 

mediation, lack of knowledge, and the inadequacy of dictionaries. 
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5.4 Recommendations 

In light of the findings of the study, the researcher proposes the 

following recommendations :- 

1.Translators of ideological Islamic-related texts should be aware of all 

the problems that come in such texts and be alert to deal with them. 

2.Translators should develop an adequate background about the text and 

its writer so that they can figure out any ideological implications that are 

embedded in the texts. 

3.Translators should recognize their role as mediators and interpreters 

rather than transmitters. It relies on them to communicate any pejorative 

implications to their readership. 

4. It should be realized that faithfulness to ST does not necessarily  mean 

passing texts that are replete with hidden agendas. Some translation 

procedures would serve both faithfulness to the ST and communicate  

the message. 

5. Rendering conflated coined terms and evaluative language in the way 

as used in mass media would legitimize them, so it is a national mission 

to set out a project for standard translation. 

6. A revision of English-Arabic dictionaries is very necessary. 
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Appendices 

Appendix (A) 

MEU's letter of  permission 
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Appendix (B) 

The translation test 

 

Dear translator, 

I am , Hiyam Mahmood Khaleel, an M.A student enrolled in the Middle 

East University, working on my thesis titled '' Ideology and Translation 

of Islamic- Related Texts: Strategies. Procedures and Problems''. 

Enclosed is a translation test designed only for the purpose of carrying 

out my thesis. Accordingly, you are kindly requested to translate the 

enclosed ten English texts. 

You may use any external resources like dictionaries. 

Your participation, time and efforts are highly appreciated by the 

researcher 

 

 

 

 

            The researcher  

     Hiyam Mahmood Khaleel 

    Hmkhaleel1972@yahoo.com 

         Mobile: 0788394048 

        Middle East University 
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Demographic background(personal information) 

 

 Please fill in the following form: 

1.Gender.        

 Male               Female    

2. Age. 

        20-25 years             26-30                  31-35        

36-40                  more than 41   

3.Nationality  

   Jordanian            Iraqi             other (name it)            ……………  

4.Work experience 

                1- 4years         5-9          10-40                more than 40  

5.Educational background  

Two -year college              B.A             M.A              PhD      

6.Religion  

Muslim          Christian             other (name it )           …………… 

7.Major in college or university  

English literature                           English and Translation   

English linguistics                       other (name it )            ............ … 
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The test 

 

Translate the following :- 

1- '' It is certainly one of the most convincing proofs that Mohammedism 

was no other than a human invention, that is owed its progress and 

establishment almost entirely to the sword .''              George Sale 

                                                                           

2- '' In using a fatwa to pronounce a death sentence and recruit an 

assassin, the ayatollah[Khomeini] was deviating very considerably from 

standard Islamic practice.''                                        Bernard Lewis   

                                                                                          

3- '' There are several forms of Islamic extremism current at the present 

time. The best known are the subversive radicalism of the AL-Qaida and 

other groups that resemble it all over the Muslim world, the preemptive 

fundamentalism of the Saudi establishment, and the institutionalized 

revolution of the ruling Iranian hierarchy. All of these are , in a sense, 

Islamic in origin, but some of them have deviated very far from their 

origins.''                                                                     Bernard Lewis 

 4- '' An Islamist state is, almost by definition, a rogue state , not playing 

by any rules except those of expediency and power, a ruthless institution 

that causes misery at home and abroad. Islamists in power means that 

conflicts proliferate, society is militarized, arsenals grow, and terrorism 

becomes an instrument of state.''                                  Daniel Pipes 

                                                                                                  

5- ''As Muslims we may well continue in our struggles. However, those 

struggles would be better informed by the revolutionary teaching of 

Bakunin, Gorges Soret, Rosa Luxemburg, Lenin Mao, Che Guevara, and 

others than by the revelation given to our Prophet Muhammad, Peace 

and Blessings of God upon him.''                              Imam Zaid Shaki 
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6- ''Islam is a revolutionary faith that comes to destroy any government 

made by man. Islam doesn't look for nation to be in better condition than 

another nation. Islam doesn’t care about the land or who own the land. 

The goal of Islam is to rule the entire world and submit all of mankind to 

the faith of Islam.''                                                       Abu Ala Maududi 

 

7-''During Muhammad's lifetime and only towards the end at that, his 

wives were the only Muslim women required to veil. After his death and 

following the Muslim conquest of the adjoining territories, where upper-

class women veiled, the veil became a commonplace item of clothing 

among Muslim upper-class women, by a process of assimilation.''                                                                                                                                                                      

Leila Ahmed 

8-'' Indeed, there is no Islam in a land where Islam is not dominant and 

where its Shariah is not established; and that place is not Dar-ul-Islam 

where Islam's way of life and its laws are not practiced. There is nothing 

beyond faith except unbelief, nothing beyond Islam except Jahilyyah, 

nothing beyond the truth except falsehood.''               Sayyed Qutb 

9- '' …… there are two kinds of culture; the Islamic culture, which based 

on the Islamic concepts and the Jahili culture, which  is….based on one 

thing, that is giving human thought the status of god so that its truth or 

falsity is not to be judged according to God's guidance''.           

                                                                                               Sayyed Qutb                                          

10- '' During their reign, the Abbasids, who were more experienced (than 

the Umayyads), de-politicized the people,… that is to say, they made the 

people less sensitive to the issue of imamat (leadership) and the destiny 

of society''. 

Dr. Ali Shariati 
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Appendix (C) 

Interview questions 

 

Dear Professor ,  

I am , Hiyam Mahmood Khaleel, an M.A student enrolled in the Middle 

East University, working on my thesis titled '' Ideology and the 

Translation of Islamic- Related Texts: Strategies, Procedures  and 

Problems and ''.  

Based on your experience and knowledge in the fields of linguistics and 

translation, I would like you to describe the problems that Jordanian 

experienced translators face in translating Islamic related –texts . 

Your time, help, effort, and cooperation in answering  the following  

questions are highly appreciated. 

 

Hiyam  Mahmood  Khaleel 

  Middle East University  

      Jordan-Amman 

hmkhaleel1972@yahoo.com 

               0788394048 

Please add the personal information :- 

1.Name……………………………………. 

2.Specialization…………………………… 

3.Place of the work………………………… 

4.Work experience…………………………. 

 

 

mailto:hmkhaleel1972@yahoo.com
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Please answer the following question:- 

1. What problems do translators face in translating ideological 

Islamic –related texts? 

 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix (D) 

Interviewed experts 

Name Specialization Place of work 

Dr. Ahmed Al-Harahshah Applied Linguistics Yarmouk 

University 

Dr. Majid Abdulatif Ibrahim General 

Linguistics/Phonetics 

and Phonology 

Middle East 

University 

Dr. Mohammad. M. Obeidat Translation Yarmouk 

University 

Prof. Raad AL Gailani Islamic Theology Baghdad 

University  
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Appendix (E) 

Suggested translation 

 

1- '' It is certainly one of the most convincing proofs that Mohammedism 

was no other than a human invention, that it owed its progress and 

establishment almost entirely to the sword .''              George Sale 

ري دإل  درت درتسد دا لشدسيا هدر دنهدا  *م  درم    د  دح  ر ثس درلسدهي  رقنا ا  ال  د  درمحم يى 
 .ت ي   ه تأ ي ها ردنتشاسها لش ت  امت رال ي  

مصطلح قديم كان يستخدم في الغرب لالشاره الى االسالم ولم يساتخدمه المسالمون  -* المحمديه :
مين ألنه ضمنيا ينسب االسالم الى محمد وال يعتبره دياناة قط ويعتبر مهينا بالنسبة للكثير من المسل

 سماوية.

                              

2- '' In using a fatwa to pronounce a death sentence and recruit an 

assassin, the ayatollah[Khomeini] was deviating very considerably from 

standard Islamic practice.''                                      Bernard Lewis 

 ت  ليس   د لش رمينه( )لا تر دم   ترت ءص دس ح ي لاء  دي رت ني  م تات دنحس  ديى دو
ح امها.       مماس ى د لميى رها ضردلطها رد 

                             

3- '' There are several forms of Islamic extremism current at the present 

time. The best known are the subversive radicalism of the AL-Qaida and 

other groups that resemble it all over the Muslim world, the preemptive 

fundamentalism of the Saudi establishment, and the institutionalized 

revolution of the ruling Iranian hierarchy. All of these are , in a sense, 

Islamic in origin, but some of them have deviated very far from their 

origins.''                                                                     Bernard Lewis 

هنا  رش ات متس    رالتطس  دت لمه قا مى  ه دررقإل درحاضس . رر ثسهدا شدهس  هده ررسد ي اريدى 
 درترسيليى رتن يي درما    رميسها م  در ما اإل درمشاله  رهدا  ده مرتالد  دنحدات  داري ررم دالمي  *
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 ن دددداي درح ددددير دإل دت ددددلميى  دددده درم   ددددى در ددددسر يى درحا مددددى ردرثددددرس  درم   دددداتيى  *ردألصددددرريى
درتسدتلدده  ددده ديدددسد   ر دددت هددد ا درنمدددا ا ردرددد  حددد  مددا تسددد  د دددلميى  ددده دألصدددت ر ددد  لسضدددها قددد  

 دنحس  لسي د   د    دصرر .

االيماااان بمباااادي التغييااار الجاااذرك وتساااتخدم بشاااكل ملتاااب  ل شاااار  الاااى   (radicalism)  -الراديكالياااة :
 الحركات المتطرفة التي تدعو إلحداث تغييرات جذرية.

حركااه عرفتهااا البروتسااتانتيه فااي القاارن العشاارين ت كااد علااى عصاامة  (fundamentalism)  -:أألصااولية 
 للداللاةيساتخدم  االن .  اصابح مصاطلح االصاولية  2013 (Al Mawrid )الكتااب المقاد  عان الخطا .  

 التعصب المتمركز حول الدين رغم كونه غامض وملتب  ومثير للجدل.

4- '' An Islamist state is, almost by definition, a rogue state , not playing 

by any rules except those of expediency and power, a ruthless institution 

that causes misery at home and abroad. Islamists in power means that 

conflicts proliferate, society is militarized, arsenals grow, and terrorism 

becomes an instrument of state.''                                  Daniel Pipes 

د  دقامددى  ررددى د ددلميى  ما  يددى ي ددا  رلح ددي درتسسيدد  د  ي ددر  دقامددى ر ررددى ماسقددى ت تسمددت لددأ  
قددددردني   دددد د تالدددد  درمتسالمددددى لددددارمر  ردرن سيددددى رهدددده م   ددددى   يمددددى درسحمددددى ت ددددلم درلدددد س  دراليددددا 
رراس يدددا. د  ر دددر  دت دددلميي   دددده در دددالطى يسنددده ت ددداثس درصددددسد اإل ر  ددد س  درم تمددد  رنمددددر 

  الحى حيب يصلا دتسهام د د  رال ررى.تس اناإل دت

                                                               

5- ''As Muslims we may well continue in our struggles. However, those 

struggles would be better informed by the revolutionary teaching of 

Bakunin, Gorges Soret, Rosa Luxemburg, Lenin Mao, Che Guevara, and 

others than by the revelation given to our Prophet Muhammad, Peace 

and Blessings of God upon him.''                      Imam Zaid Shakir 

الدددذ هددد د  م دددالمي  قددد  نردصدددت نضدددارنا لشددد ت  ليدددس رمددد   رددد   انددد  قددد  ي دددر  مددد  دت ضدددت د  يل
درنضات )رالسداري( مد  ردلت درتسداريي درثرسيد  رلدا رني  ر درس    درسيإل رسر د ر  دنلسم رريندي  مدار 

  رتشه  ي اسد رميسهي ل ت    ن ل  در  دررحه درمن ت  ال  نلينا محم  صال  دو  الي  ر الي.
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6- ''Islam is a revolutionary faith that comes to destroy any government 

made by man. Islam doesn't look for nation to be in better condition than 

another nation. Islam doesn’t care about the land or who own the land. 

The goal of Islam is to rule the entire world and submit all of mankind to 

the faith of Islam.''                                                       Abu Ala Maududi  

 ات دت لي  سمي   ثرسيى ريحطي د  ح رمى دقامها دتن ا   هر تيطما د  ت ر  دمى ما 
د ضت حات م  دمى درست  رت يهتي لاألس  در لم  يمتال ها  هر يه   در  ح ي درساري  ال  

رضاع درلشسيى  مسات رسمي   دت لي.  رد 

7-''During Muhammad's lifetime and only towards the end at that, his 

wives were the only Muslim women required to veil. After his death and 

following the Muslim conquest of the adjoining territories, where upper-

class women veiled, the veil became a commonplace item of clothing 

among Muslim upper-class women, by a process of assimilation.''                                                                                                                                                                      

Leila Ahmed 

رددلت حيددا  محمدد  ر دده دردرسهددا لارتح يدد    دد   ر اتدد   رنددا  دد  ميددسه  مدد  ن ددات درم ددالمي  قدد  
 س   اليه  د  يحت ل . رر د  لسد  ر اتد  رمدا  ملهدا مد  در ترحداإل دت دلميى رلقداريي درم دارس  
حيدددب  اندددإل درن دددات مددد  درطلمددداإل درساليدددا يستددد ي  درح دددام رمددد  ردددلت  ماليدددى درمحا دددا  دصدددلا 

 ثيام سد  ى لي  ن ات درم المي  م  درطلمى درساليا.درح ام قطسى 

8-'' Indeed, there is no Islam in a land where Islam is not dominant and 

where its Shariah is not established; and that place is not Dar-ul-Islam 

where Islam's way of life and its laws are not practiced. There is nothing 

beyond faith except unbelief, nothing beyond Islam except Jahilyyah, 

nothing beyond the truth except falsehood.''               Sayyed Qutb 

 ه درردق  دن  ت د لي  ه دس  تيح مهدا دت دلي رت تمدري  يهدا شدسيست  رت  دس د دلي رت درتده 
ت ددددلي لمنه دددد  رقانرندددد  رردددديس رسدت دتيمددددا  رت در  ددددس رردددديس  ر  دت ددددلي رت يهدددديم   اليهددددا د

 در اهاليى رريس لس  درح  رت درضلت .
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9- '' …… there are two kinds of culture; the Islamic culture, which based 

on the Islamic concepts and the Jahili culture, which  is….based on one 

thing, that is giving human thought the status of god so that its truth or 

falsity is not to be judged according to God's guidance''.                           

                                                                                              Sayyed Qutb 

درثما ددى دت ددلميى درما مددى  الدد  درم دداهيي دت ددلميى ردرثما ددى در اهاليددى  -هنددا  نر ددا  مدد  درثما ددى ي
ردرتدده تستمدد  ملدد ر ردحدد  رهددر د طددات در  ددس درلشددس  درم انددى دترهيددى لحيددب ت يم دد  درح ددي  الدد  

 م ت صحت  در رط   م  رلت ه   دو.

10- '' During their reign, the Abbasids, who were more experienced (than 

the Umayyads), de-politicized the people, that is to say, they made the 

people less sensitive to the issue of imamat (leadership) and the destiny 

of society''. 

Dr. Ali Shariati 

  دتمددريي  لندد ع درصددل ى در يا دديى  دد  قدداي درسلا دديي  ردردد ي   ددانرد د ثددس رلددس  مدد  دثنددات ح مهددي
ردألمدددرس درمتسالمدددى لمصددديس  درنددداس رهددد د يسنددده دنهدددي  سالدددرد درنددداس دقدددت ح ا ددديى رمضددديى دتمامدددى 

 درم تم  .
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Appendix (F) 

The validation  letter 

Dear Professor ,  

I am , Hiyam Mahmood Khaleel, an M.A student enrolled in the Middle 

East University, working on my thesis titled '' Ideology and the 

Translation of Islamic- Related Texts: Strategies, Procedures  and 

Problems and ''.  

Based on your experience and knowledge in fields of linguistics and 

translation, I would like you to determine the suitability of these English 

texts which are used as a test to explore the strategies and procedures 

that Jordanian experienced translators use in translating Islamic related –

texts and the problems they would face . 

Your time, help, effort, and cooperation in commenting on the following 

are highly appreciated. 

 

Hiyam  Mahmood  Khaleel 

  Middle East University  

      Jordan-Amman 

hmkhaleel1972@yahoo.com 

             0788394048    

Please write the personal information :- 

1.Name……………………………………. 

2.Specialization…………………………… 

3.Place of the work………………………… 

4.Work experience…………………………. 

 

mailto:hmkhaleel1972@yahoo.com
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Appendix (G) 

The validation committee 

Name Specialization Place of Work 

Prof.Abdullah Shunnaq Linguistics/ 

Translation 

Yarmouk 

University 

Dr. Ahmed Al-Harahshah Applied Linguistics Yarmouk 

University 

Dr. Majid Abdulatif Ibrahim General 

Linguistics/Phonetic

s and Phonology 

Middle East 

University 

Dr. Mohammad. M. Obeidat Translation Yarmouk 

University 
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Appendix (H) 

Table (1): Demographic characteristics of the sample 

 

No Gender 

8 Male 

8 Female 

Age 

5 20-25 years 

4 26-30 

2 31-35 
3 36-40 

2 More than 40 

Nationality 

15 Jordanian 

1 Iraqi 

Work experience 

9 1-4 years 

 5-9 

5 10-40 

2 More than 40 

Educational background 

 Two-year college 

2 B.A 

12 M.A 

2 PhD 

Religion 

16 Muslim 

 Christian 

 Other  

Major in college or university 

2 English literature 

3 English and Translation 

7 English linguistics  

2 English language and literature 

1 English for specific purpose 

1 Islamic theology 
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Appendix (I) 

Table(2): Frequencies and percentages of  strategies employed in 

translating ideological Islamic- related texts 

Total Wrong  

answer 

Domesticating 

strategy 

Foreignizing  

strategy               

em It No 

% f % f % f % f   

100 16 6.25 1 31.25 5 62.50 10 Mohammedism 1 

100 16   37.50 6 62.50 10 recruit an assassin 2.a 

100 16   12.50 2 87.50 14 ayatollah[Khomeini]    b. 

100 16   100 16   standard Islamic practice.           c. 

100 16   50 8 50 8 Islamic extremism 3.a. 

100 16   18.75 3 81.25 13 subversive radicalism b. 

100 16 25 4 25 4 50 8 preemptive  c. 

100 16   25 4 75 12 fundamentalism d. 

100 16 25 4 31.25 5 43.75 7 ruling Iranian hierarchy  e. 

100 16   81.25 13 18.75 3 Islamist state 4.a. 

100 16   18.75 3 81.25 13 rogue state b. 

100 16 25 4   75 12 Islamists c. 

100 16 18.75 3 18.75 3 62.50 10 would be better informed by… 

than… 

5. 

100 16   18.75 3 81.25 13 submit 6. 

100 16   25 4 75 12 Muhammad's lifetime 7.a. 

100 16   87.50 14 12.50 2 veil b. 

100 16   81.25 13 18.75 3 Muslim conquest c. 

100 16   12.50 2 87.50 14 Dar-ul-Islam 8.a. 

100 16   6.25 1 93.75 15 Jahilyyah b. 

100 16 12.50 2 62.50 10 25 4 God's guidance 9 

100 16 25 4 25 4 50 8 de-politicized 10 

100 336 6.55 22 36.60 123 56.85 191 Total responses for 16 

translators(21x16)=336 

F: frequency  %: percentage 
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Appendix (J) 

Table(3): Frequencies and percentages of procedures  employed in 

the foreignizing strategy 

Total Paraphrasing 

procedure     

 Naturalization 

procedure    

literal 

procedure             

Recognized 

procedure 

em number It 

% f % f % f % f % f  

62.50 10 12.50 2 50 8     1 

62.50 10       62.50 10 2.a 

87.50 14       87.50 14    b. 

             c. 

50 8       50 8 3.a. 

81.25 13   25 4   18.75 9 b. 

50 8     50 8   c. 

75 12     18.75 3 56.25 9 d. 

43.75 7       43.75 7 e. 

18.75 3     18.75 3   4.a. 

81.25 13 6.25 1   62.50 10 12.50 2 b. 

75 12       75 12 c. 

62.50 10       62.50 10 5. 

81.25 13       81.25 13 6. 

75 12     75 12   7.a. 

12.50 2       12.50 2 b. 

18.75 3     18.75 3   c. 

87.50 14       87.50 14 8.a. 

93.75 15       93.75 15 b. 

25 4     25 4   9 

50 8       50 8 10 

56.85 191 0.90 3 3.57 12 12.80 43 39.58 133 Total   

F: frequency  %: percentage 
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Appendix (K) 

Table(4): Frequencies and percentages of procedures  employed in 

the domesticating strategy 
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T
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o
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em

 .
N

o
 

% f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f  

31.25 5     12.50 2   6.25 1   12.50 2   1 

37.50 6               37.50 6 2.a 

12.50 2           12.50 2       b. 

100 16         18.75 3     81.25 13    c. 

50 8               50 8 3.a. 

18.75 3           18.75 3     b. 

25 4           25 4     c. 

25 4           25 4     d. 

31.25 5           31.25 5     e. 

81.25 13               81.25 13 4.a. 

81.25 13     6.25 1       12.50 2 62.50 10 b. 

                  c. 

18.75 3   6.25 1       12.50 2     5. 

18.75 3   12.50 2     6.25 1        6. 

25 4         25 4        7a 

87.50 14             87.50 14   b. 

81.25 13             81.25 13   c. 

12.50 2 6.25 1         6.25 1     8.a. 

6.25 1     6.25 1           b. 

62.50 10         12.50 2   50 8   9 

25 4       25 4         10 

36.60 123 0.30 1 0.90 3 1.19 4 1.19 4 3.27 11 6.25 21 11.60 39 11.90 40 total 

F: frequency  %: percentage 


